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Abstract

The Moral Law is fulfilled (in a possible world ω at a time τ) iff (if and
only if) everything that ought to be the case is the case (in ω at τ), and The
Good (or The Highest Possible Good) is realised in a possible world ω at a
time τ iff ω is deontically accessible from ω at τ. In this paper, I will intro-
duce a set of temporal modal deontic systems with propositional quantifiers
that can be used to prove some interesting theorems about The Moral Law
and The Good. First, I will describe a set of systems without any propo-
sitional quantifiers. Then, I will show how these systems can be extended
by a couple of propositional quantifiers. I will use a kind of T × W seman-
tics to describe the systems semantically and semantic tableaux to describe
them syntactically. Every system will include a constant ● that stands for
The Good. ‘●’ is read as ‘The Good is realised’. All systems that contain the
propositional quantifiers will also include a constant ★ that stands for The
Moral Law. ‘★’ is read as ‘The Moral Law is fulfilled’. I will prove that all
systems (without the propositional quantifiers) are sound and complete with
respect to their semantics and that all systems (including the extended sys-
tems) are sound with respect to their semantics. It is left as an open question
whether or not the extended systems are complete.

Keywords: The Moral Law, The Good, Temporal Modal Deontic Logic,
Propositional Quantifiers, Semantic Tableaux.

1 Introduction

In this paper, I will introduce a set of temporal modal deontic tableaux systems.
First, I will describe a set of systems without any propositional quantifiers. Then,
I will show how these systems can be extended by a couple of propositional quan-
tifiers. This technical apparatus will be used to say something about The Moral
Law and The Good and the relationship between these concepts. Semantically, the
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systems are described by using a kind of T ×W models, where truth is relativised to
world-moment pairs. I will prove that all systems (without the propositional quan-
tifiers) are sound and complete with respect to their semantics and that all systems
(including the extended systems) are sound with respect to their semantics. It is
left as an open question whether or not the extended systems are complete.

Every system in this paper includes four parts: a temporal part, a modal part
(an alethic part), a deontic part and an axiological part.

Temporal logic deals with temporal concepts, such as always and sometimes,
temporal propositions, arguments and systems. Every logic in this paper includes
several temporal operators, for example, A (always), S (sometimes), G (always in
the future), F (sometime in the future), H (always in the past) and P (sometime in
the past). For more on this branch of logic, see, for example, [16], [27], [36], [45],
[59], [66], [68] and [64].

Modal logic investigates modal concepts, such as necessity, possibility and
contingency, and the logical relationships between propositions that include such
concepts. Modal logicians also study various modal principles, arguments and
systems. The modal (or alethic) part of our systems includes two types of opera-
tors for absolute and historical necessity and possibility, respectively: � (absolute
necessity),� (absolute possibility), ◻ (historical necessity) and ◇ (historical pos-
sibility). For introductions to (alethic) modal logic, see, for example, [18], [19],
[30], [38], [43], [52], [53], [57], [60], [74], [81] and [87].

Deontic logic is the logic of norms. It investigates normative concepts, such
as the concept of an obligation or the concept of a permission, normative propo-
sitions, arguments and systems. Every logic in this paper includes two deontic
operators � (ought) and � (permitted) that can be used to symbolise various nor-
mative propositions; the operator � (forbidden) can be defined in terms of � (see
Definition 3). For some introductions to deontic logic, see, for example, [6], [41],
[44], [47], [48], [61] and [84]. See also [69].

Every system in this paper also includes an axiological part. Axiology has to
do with values. Accordingly, every system will include a constant ● that stands for
The Good. ‘●’ is read as ‘The Good is realised’. The Good is realised in a possible
world ω at a moment in time τ iff ω is deontically accessible from ω at τ. If ω′ is
deontically accessible fromω at τ iffω′ is one of the best possible worlds (all things
considered) in ω at τ, then The Good (or The Highest Possible Good) is realised in
ω at τ iff ω is one of the best possible worlds (all things considered) in ω at τ. If
we assume the semantic condition C −◻� (see Table 4), we can say that The Good
(or The Highest Possible Good) is realised in ω at τ iff ω is one of the best possible
worlds (all things considered) that are still historically accessible in ω at τ. Similar
constants have been discussed before in ‘pure’ alethic deontic logic (see [49] for an
overview). However, as far as I know, an axiological element of this kind has not
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been introduced into any temporal modal deontic system before and it has never
been included in any tableau system. In earlier systems, the corresponding constant
is usually taken to hold in a possible world ω iff ω is one of the optimal worlds.
In our systems, The Good might be realised in a possible world ω at a particular
moment in time τ even though The Good is not realised in ω at some other time
τ′ and The Good might be realised in a possible world ω at a particular moment
in time τ even though The Good is not realised in another possible world ω′ at the
same time τ.

I will explore some possible relationships between these different parts of our
systems, and consider some principles that include more than one type of logical
expression. Some interactions of this kind have been investigated before. Logicians
have, for example, introduced systems that combine modal and deontic logic, and
temporal, modal and deontic logic. Some of the first attempts to combine deontic
logic and alethic modal logic can be found in a series of essays by A. R. Anderson
(see [1], [2], [3], [4]). Another early contribution is [37]; see also [55].

Several philosophers and logicians have constructed logical systems that in-
clude temporal, modal and deontic elements, see, for example, [70], [29], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [82], [78], [79], [9] and [8]. Chellas ([29]) also includes a modal
logic of action. For more ideas on how to combine deontic logic with temporal
logic, see, for example, [20], [22], [23], [24], [25], [28], [30], Chapter 6, [34],
[50], [51], and [7]. See also [14], [15], [21], [46] and [72].

For more on how to combine modal and temporal logic, see, for example, [31],
[33], [80] and [88]. See [63] for an early attempt to combine various branches of
logic.

Some systems in this paper will include a couple of propositional quantifiers: ∀
and ∃. All systems that contain the propositional quantifiers are called ‘extended’
and will include a constant ★ that stands for The Moral Law. ‘★’ is read as ‘The
Moral Law is fulfilled’. We shall say that The Moral Law is fulfilled (in a possible
world ω at a time τ) iff everything that ought to be the case is the case (in ω at
τ) (see Definition 5). As far as I know, there are no systems in the literature that
combine propositional quantifiers with temporal, modal, deontic and axiological
elements. Hence, this part of the paper is entirely new. We will be particularly
interested in how this component interacts with other parts of the systems. For
more information on propositional quantifiers, see, for example, [73], [60], [58],
[26], [35], [56], [39] and [42].

Since many systems (including all extended systems) in this paper are new,
there are good reasons related to logic to be interested in our results. Let us also
mention some philosophically interesting reasons. In languages with propositional
quantifiers we can express many theses that cannot be expressed in any quantifier-
free normal modal systems. We can, for example, say that there is something
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that is optional (∃A�A = ∃A(�A ∧ �¬A)), that some contingent ‘proposition’ is
obligatory (∃A(▽A∧�A)), that some contingent ‘things’ are forbidden (∃A(▽A∧
�A)), and that everything that ought to be the case is possible (∀A(�A → ◇A)).
In our extended systems we can explore some interesting relationships between the
normative, axiological and alethic (modal) elements. We can, for example, prove
that all normative operators, in principle, are definable in terms of ● and the modal
operators in some systems (see Theorem 35). We can use our systems to explore
various (normative) classifications of ‘states of affairs’. We can, for example, prove
that everything is obligatory, optional or forbidden (∀A(�A∨�A∨�A)) according
to every (extended) system in this paper (see Theorem 15) and that these categories
are mutually exclusive in every system that includes the tableau rule T − dD (see
Table 18); that is, nothing is both obligatory and optional (¬∃A(�A∧�A)), nothing
is both forbidden and optional (¬∃A(�A ∧ �A)) and nothing is both obligatory
and forbidden (¬∃A(�A ∧ �A)) according to those systems (see Table 24). These
results are intuitively very plausible.

We can use the systems in this paper to describe the purpose, aim or goal of
morality in a succinct way. Why should we be moral? Why should we do the
things that we ought to do? If the approach in this paper is right, we can say that
the purpose, aim or goal of morality is The (Highest Possible) Good. We should
do the things that we ought to do because doing the things that we ought to do
is a necessary condition for The (Highest Possible) Good. If we do not do the
things that we ought to do, The (Highest Possible) Good cannot be realised. And
The (Highest Possible) Good ought to be realised (Theorem 29).1 In other words,
the purpose or aim or goal of morality is to create a possible world in which The
(Highest Possible) Good is realised. Likewise, we can ask why The Moral Law
should be fulfilled. If the approach in this paper is correct, The Moral Law is a
necessary (and according to some systems sufficient) condition for The (Highest
Possible) Good (Theorem 34). Hence, it is necessary that if The Moral Law is not
fulfilled, The (Highest Possible) Good is not realised. This fact explains why it is
reasonable to use ‘must’ both in an alethic and in a normative sense. We really
must do the things morality requires, not in the sense that we cannot act differently,
but in the sense that it is necessary that we do the things that we ought to do if we
are going to realise the goal of morality.

So, The (Highest Possible) Good ought to be realised. However, it is not only
true that The (Highest Possible) Good ought to be realised, it is also true that it
ought to be the case that it is always going to be the case that The (Highest Pos-

1In a strict sense, we cannot prove that The (Highest Possible) Good ought to be realised in every
system. We can only prove this proposition in every system that includes T − �dT (see Table 18),
but this rule seems reasonable to me.
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sible) Good is realised (Theorem 29).2 The (Highest Possible) Good can be re-
alised in a possible world ω at one particular moment in time τ, even though it is
not realised in ω at any moment, τ′, later than τ (according to some [but not all]
systems). Consequently, the goal of morality is not only to realise The (Highest
Possible) Good, but to realise The (Highest Possible) Good forever after. In this
sense, realising The (Highest Possible) Good is an ongoing, never ending process.3

The idea that the purpose, aim or goal of morality is (to realise) The (Highest
Possible) Good is compatible with many different value theories (and metaethical
theories). A hedonist can say that The (Highest Possible) Good is realised in a
possible world ω at a moment in time τ iff ω at τ includes a maximum amount
of pleasure over pain. Some perfectionists can say that The (Highest Possible)
Good is realised in a possible world ω at a moment in time τ iff ω at τ includes
a maximum amount of perfection. A pluralist can say that The (Highest Possible)
Good is realised in a possible world ω at a moment in time τ iff ω at τ includes a
maximum amount of value. An ideal observer theorist can say that The (Highest
Possible) Good is realised in a possible world ω at a moment in time τ iff an ideal
observer does not prefer any other possible world in ω at τ. A decision theorist
can say that The (Highest Possible) Good is realised in a possible world ω at a
moment in time τ iff ω at τ has a maximum amount of expected value, etc.4 The
last proposition shows that we can avoid a potential problem with this approach.
In some cases, the probability of obtaining a desired effect might be very small. In
those cases, it might seem to be unreasonable to do the things that are necessary
to realise The (Highest Possible) Good. But we can take such factors into account

2Again, in a strict sense, this is not a theorem in every system in this paper. We can only prove
that it ought to be the case that it is always going to be the case that The (Highest Possible) Good is
realised in every system that includes T −�GdT (see Table 21), which also seems reasonable to me.

3. . . at least if there is no last moment in time. If there is a last moment in time, then in the
last moment of time it is vacuously true that it is always going to be the case that The Good is
realised. This also shows the ‘need’ for combining all the different elements of our systems. Note
that C −�GdT (Table 6) does not follow from C −�dT (Table 3). To be able to prove that it ought
to be the case that The Good is realised and that it is always going to be the case that The Good is
realised, we should include both T −�dT and T −�GdT in our systems.

4All of these ‘definitions’ can be restricted to the possible worlds that are alethically accessible
in ω at τ. A potential problem with the explications in this paragraph is that there perhaps are no
best possible worlds. If there are infinitely many possible worlds, and among them an unending
series of better and better worlds at some moment in time, then no possible world will be deontically
accessible from a possible world at this time (some ‘satisficing’ theories (see next paragraph) avoids
this particular problem). However, in our ordinary lives, we are usually not interested in such purely
logically possible worlds; when we try to decide what to do in a particular situation at a particular
moment in time, we concentrate on the worlds that are still historically accessible at this time (and
that we can still bring about). It is reasonable to think that there is no such infinite series of better
and better worlds that are accessible in such situations. So, in practice, it seems that we do not have
to worry about this problem. In any case, I will not say anything more about it in the present paper.
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when we decide what it means for a possible world to be deontically accessible
from a possible world at a time. Hence, this is not necessarily a decisive argument
against the approach in this paper. I will not try to defend this view against all
possible counterarguments. From now on, I will assume that the basic approach
is reasonable. In any case, it is certainly interesting enough to be worth exploring
further.

I have suggested that we read ‘●’ as ‘The (Highest Possible) Good’. But we
could also read ‘●’ as ‘The Good Enough’. If we do that, the systems in this paper
are also compatible with various ‘satisficing’ theories and not only with various
‘maximising’ theories (see [85] for more on these concepts). For our purposes in
this paper, we do not have to decide which of these theories (if any) is the correct
one.

Another good reason to be interested in the systems in this paper is that we
seem to need them to explain the validity of certain arguments that are intuitively
valid. Consider, for example, the following deductions:

Argument 1
(1) It is forbidden that you torture this innocent child just for the fun of it. �T
Hence, (2) There is something that is forbidden [From (1)]. ∃X�X

Argument 2
(3) Nihilism is true only if everything is permitted. Q→ ∀X�X
Hence, (4) Nihilism is not true [from (2) and (3)]. ¬Q

Argument 3
(4) It is permitted that you drink this glass of water. �R
(5) It is permitted that you do not drink this glass of water. �¬R
Hence, (6) There is something that is optional [From (4) and (5)]. ∃X�X

Argument 4
(7) Rigorism is true iff everything is obligatory or forbidden. S ↔ ∀X(�X ∨

�X)

Hence, (8) Rigorism is not true [From (6) and (7)]. ¬S

All of these arguments seem to be valid. In every case, the conclusion seems
to follow from the premises. But it is hard to prove this in any existing systems
in the literature. To show that they are valid, we appear to need some system with
propositional quantifiers.5 In all extended systems in this paper, we can show that

5It might be possible to translate the sentences in the arguments somehow and then use predicate
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the arguments above are valid (if they are symbolised as above). In every case, the
conclusion is derivable from the premises.

I conclude that we have good technical, as well as philosophical, reasons to be
interested in the systems in this article.

The paper consists of five main sections. Section 2 is about the syntax and Sec-
tion 3 about the semantics of our systems. In Section 4, I explore the proof theory
of our logics; I will also consider some interesting theorems that can be established
in various systems. Section 5 contains soundness results for every system in this
paper and soundness and completeness proofs for every non-extended system.

2 Syntax

First, we introduce a quantifier-free language. Then we extend this language with
propositional quantifiers.

Definition 1 (Alphabet).
(i) Propositional variables: P, Q, R, S , T , X, Y, Z, W, P1, Q1, R1, S 1, T1, X1,

Y1, Z1, W1, P2, Q2, R2, S 2, T2, X2, Y2, Z2, W2, . . ..
(ii) Constants: ● (The Good), � (Falsum), ⊺ (Verum).
(iii) Primitive truth-functional connectives: ¬ (negation), ∧ (conjunction), ∨

(disjunction), → (material implication), and↔ (material equivalence).
(iv) Temporal operators A, S, G, F, H and P.
(v) Modal (alethic) operators �,�, ◻ and ◇.
(vi) Deontic operators � and �.
(vii) Brackets: ), (.

Definition 2 (The language L). The language L is defined in the following way:
(i) Propositional variables, ●, � and ⊺ are (atomic) formulas.
(ii) If A and B are formulas, so are ¬A, (A∧B), (A∨B), (A→ B) and (A↔ B).
(iii) If B is a formula, then AB (it is always the case that B), SB (it is sometimes

the case that B), GB (it is always going to be the case that B), FB (it will some time
[in the future] be the case that B), HB (it has always been the case that B) and PB
(it was some time [in the past] the case that B) are formulas.

(iv) If A is a formula, then�A (‘it is universally [or absolutely] necessary that
A’),�A (‘it is universally [or absolutely] possible that A’), ◻A (‘it is [historically]
necessary that A’) and ◇A (‘it is [historically] possible that A’) are formulas.

logic or a combination of predicate logic and deontic logic to symbolise them. But this approach
seems to be less natural.
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(v) If A is a formula, then �A (‘it ought to be the case that A’) and �A (‘it is
permitted that A’) are formulas.

(vi) Nothing else is a formula.

Definition 3 (Some operators in L). All the following definitions are added to L:
�A (it is forbidden that A) =d f ¬�A; �A (it is optional that A) =d f �A ∧ �¬A;
�A (it is nonoptional that A) =d f ¬�A = ¬(�A ∧ �¬A) (or �A ∨�¬A); xA (it is
impossible that A) =d f¬◇ A (or ◻¬A); ⊟A (it is non-necessary that A) =d f¬ ◻ A;
▽A (it is contingent that A) =d f (◇A ∧ ◇¬A); △A (it is noncontingent that A)
=d f¬ ▽ A = ¬(◇A ∧ ◇¬A) (or (◻A ∨ ◻¬A)); (A ◯ B) (A is consistent with B)
=d f◇(A∧B); (A⊖B) (A is inconsistent with B) =d f¬(A◯B) (¬◇(A∧B),x(A∧B),
or ◻¬(A ∧ B)); (A ⇒ B) (A strictly implies B) =d f◻(A → B); (A ⇔ B) (A is
strictly equivalent with B) =d f ((A ⇒ B) ∧ (B ⇒ A)) (((◻(A → B) ∧ ◻(B → A)),
or ◻(A ↔ B)); [G]A (‘it is and it is always going to be the case that A’) =d f

(A ∧ GA); [H]A (‘it is and it has always been the case that A’) =d f (A ∧ HA);
⟨F⟩ A (‘it is or it will some time in the future be the case that A’) =d f (A ∨ FA);
⟨P⟩ A (‘it is or it has some time in the past been the case that A’) =d f (A ∨ PA).

Definition 4 (The language LExt). To obtain the language LExt, we extend L by
adding two propositional quantifiers ∀ (everything/for all) and ∃ (something/for
some) in the usual way. Hence, if A is any formula and X is any propositional
variable, then ∀XA and ∃XA are formulas. We will call this extended language
LExt.

Definition 5 (Definition of ★ in LExt). The following definition is added to LExt:
★ =d f ∀A(�A → A). ‘★’ is read as ‘The Moral Law is fulfilled’. This means that
The Moral Law is fulfilled (in a possible world ω at a time τ) iff everything that
ought to be the case is the case (in ω at τ).

Parentheses in formulas are usually dropped when it does not lead to any am-
biguity.

The concept of a free variable X in a formula A is defined in the usual way. A
variable X is free in A iff it has a free occurrence in A. Intuitively, an occurrence
of a variable is free in a formula just in case it is not bound by any quantifier. If A
does not contain ∀ or ∃, then every occurrence of X in A is free. An occurrence of
X is free in ⊗B (where ⊗ = ¬ or some monadic operator in our language) iff the
corresponding occurrence of X is free in B, and an occurrence of X in A∧ B is free
iff the corresponding occurrence of X in A or B is free, etc. Finally, an occurrence
of X is free in ∀YB (∃YB) iff the corresponding occurrence of X is free in B and X
is distinct from Y . Any variable occurrences in a formula that are not free are said
to be bound. Every free occurrence of X in B is bound by ∀ (∃) in ∀XB (∃XB).
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Let (A)[B1/X1, . . . , Bn/Xn] be the formula that results by simultaneously re-
placing all free occurrences of the variable X1 in A by B1, . . ., and all free occur-
rences of the variable Xn in A by Bn. If there are no free occurrences of X1, . . . ,Xn

in A, then (A)[B1/X1, . . . , Bn/Xn] = A. We say that B is substitutable for X in A
just in case no variable in B gets bound by a quantifier when B is substituted for X
in A. In other words, B is substitutable for X in A just in case, for every variable Y ,
if an occurrence of Y is free in B, then the corresponding occurrence of Y is free
when X is replaced by B in A.

3 Semantics

Definition 6 (Models) A model M is a relational structure ⟨W,T,<,R,S,v⟩,
where W is a non-empty set of possible worlds, T is a non-empty set of times,
< is a binary relation on T (< is a subset of T × T), R is a ternary alethic accessi-
bility relation (R is a subset of W ×W × T), S is a ternary deontic accessibility
relation (S is a subset of W ×W ×T), and v is an interpretation function.

Let X be a propositional variable. Then v(X) is a subset of W ×T. Intuitively,
v(X) is the proposition that X expresses or the set of world-moment pairs in which
X is true. In other words, if X is a propositional variable, then X is true in the
possible world ω at the time τ iff ⟨ω, τ⟩ is in v(X).

R is used in the definition of the truth conditions for sentences that begin with
the alethic operators ◻ and ◇, S is used in the definition of the truth conditions for
sentences that begin with the deontic operators � and �, and < is used to define the
truth conditions for sentences that begin with the temporal operators. Intuitively,
τ < τ′ says that the time τ is before the time τ′, Rωω′τ says that the possible world
ω′ is alethically (historically) accessible from the possible world ω at the time τ,
Sωω′τ says that the possible world ω′ is deontically accessible from the possible
worldω at the time τ. We shall also say that Sωω′τ just in caseω′ is one of the best
possible worlds (all things considered) in ω at τ. If we assume condition C − ◻�

(see Table 4), we can say that Sωω′τ iff ω′ is one of the best possible worlds (all
things considered) that are historically accessible from ω at τ.6

Definition 7 (Truth conditions for sentences in L).
Let M be any model ⟨W,T,<,R,S,v⟩. Let ω ∈ W, τ ∈ T and let A be a

well-formed sentence in L. ThenM, ω, τ ⊩ A is an abbreviation of ‘A is true in ω
at τ inM’ (or ‘A is true in the pair ⟨ω, τ⟩ inM’). M, ω, τ ⊮ A just in case it is

6As I mentioned in the introduction, this basic approach is consistent with many different value
theories. It is even, in principle, consistent with various satisficing theories; even though the reading
of S above suggests some kind of maximising theory this reading is not strictly necessary.
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not true thatM, ω, τ ⊩ A. Note thatM, ω, τ ⊮ A iffM, ω, τ ⊩ ¬A. ‘∀ω′ ∈ W’ is
read as ‘for all possible worlds ω′ in W’; ‘∃ω′ ∈W’ is read as ‘for some possible
world ω′ in W’, etc. The truth conditions for various sentences in L can now be
defined in the following way (the truth conditions for the omitted sentences are
straightforward; Verum is true in every world-moment pair in every model and
Falsum is false in every world-moment pair in every model):

(i) If P is a propositional variable, thenM, ω, τ ⊩ P iff ⟨ω, τ⟩ ∈ v(P).
(ii)M, ω, τ ⊩ ● iff Sωωτ.
(iii)M, ω, τ ⊩ A ∧ B iffM, ω, τ ⊩ A andM, ω, τ ⊩ B.
(iv)M, ω, τ ⊩ AB iff ∀τ′ ∈ T:M, ω, τ′ ⊩ B.
(v)M, ω, τ ⊩ SB iff ∃τ′ ∈ T:M, ω, τ′ ⊩ B.
(vi)M, ω, τ ⊩ GB iff ∀τ′ ∈ T s.t. τ < τ′:M, ω, τ′ ⊩ B.
(vii)M, ω, τ ⊩ FB iff ∃τ′ ∈ T s.t. τ < τ′:M, ω, τ′ ⊩ B.
(viii)M, ω, τ ⊩ HB iff ∀τ′ ∈ T s.t. τ′ < τ:M, ω, τ′ ⊩ B.
(ix)M, ω, τ ⊩ PB iff ∃τ′ ∈ T s.t. τ′ < τ:M, ω, τ′ ⊩ B.
(x)M, ω, τ ⊩ �A iff ∀ω′ ∈W and ∀τ′ ∈ T:M, ω′, τ′ ⊩ A.
(xi)M, ω, τ ⊩�A iff ∃ω′ ∈W and ∃τ′ ∈ T:M, ω′, τ′ ⊩ A.
(xii)M, ω, τ ⊩ ◻A iff ∀ω′ ∈W s.t. Rωω′τ:M, ω′, τ ⊩ A.
(xiii)M, ω, τ ⊩◇A iff ∃ω′ ∈W s.t. Rωω′τ:M, ω′, τ ⊩ A.
(xiv)M, ω, τ ⊩ �A iff ∀ω′ ∈W s.t. Sωω′τ:M, ω′, τ ⊩ A.
(xv)M, ω, τ ⊩ �A iff ∃ω′ ∈W s.t. Sωω′τ:M, ω′, τ ⊩ A.

Now we have to consider the truth-conditions for the new sentences in LExt.
Intuitively, ∀XA is true in a possible world ω at a moment in time τ iff A[B/X] is
true in ω at τ for every sentence B in L, and ∃XA is true in ω at τ iff A[B/X] is
true in ω at τ for some sentence B in L. Hence, the quantifiers are ‘substitutional’
in this paper rather than ‘objectual’. For example, they do not vary directly over
(sets of) world-moment pairs (the range is not a (the) set of (all) subsets of (the
set of all) world-moment pairs). To avoid circularity, we only use formulas from
L in our substitutions. To see the potential problem, let A = ∀XX and assume
that our substitutions can include any formula whatsoever. Then A[A/X] = A, for
∀XX[∀XX/X] = ∀XX. More precisely, the truth conditions for the new sentences
in LExt are defined in the following way:

Definition 8 (Truth conditions for sentences in LExt).
(xvi)M, ω, τ ⊩ ∀XA iff for every sentence B (that is substitutable for X in A)

in L,M, ω, τ ⊩ A[B/X].
(xvii)M, ω, τ ⊩ ∃XA iff there is some sentence B (that is substitutable for X in

A) in L such thatM, ω, τ ⊩ A[B/X].7

7In [73], I develop a set of pure monomodal system that include two propositional quantifiers. In
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Definition 9 (Some semantic concepts).
Validity. A sentence A is valid in a model,M ⊩ A, iff A is true in every possible

world ω at every moment in time τ inM. Let M be a class of models. Then A is
valid in M, M ⊩ A, iff A is valid in every modelM in M, that is, iff A is true in
every possible world ω at every moment in time τ in every modelM in M.

Logical consequence. Let A be a sentence, let Γ be a finite set of sentences and
let M be a class of models. Then, A is a logical consequence of Γ in M, M,Γ ⊩ A,
iff for every modelM in M and world ω and every moment in time τ inM, if all
elements of Γ are true in ω at τ inM, then A is true in ω at τ inM. If M,Γ ⊩ A,
we also say that Γ entails A in M and that the argument from Γ to A is valid in M.
An argument is invalid in M iff it is not valid in M.

3.1 Conditions on models

In this section, I will introduce some conditions that might be imposed on the
various accessibility relations in a model.

The conditions are divided into eight classes. The first class tells us something
about the formal properties of the relation <, the second about the formal properties
of the relation R (at a time), the third about the formal properties of the relation S
(at a time), the fourth about how R and S are related to each other (at a time), the
fifth about how R and < are related to each other, the sixth about how S and < are
related to each other, the seventh about how R, S and < are related to each other
and the eighth consists of two conditions that we may impose on the valuation
function v in a model.

The variables ω, ω′, ω′′, ω′′′ in tables 2−8 are taken to range over possi-
ble worlds in W, τ, τ′, τ′′ and τ′′′ in tables 1−8 over times in T, and the sym-
bols ∧, →, ∀ and ∃ are used as metalogical symbols in the standard way. Let
M = ⟨W,T,<,R,S,v⟩ be a model. If ∀τ∀ω∃ω′Sωω′τ, we say that S satisfies
or fulfills condition C − dD and also thatM satisfies or fulfills condition C − dD
and similarly in all other cases. C − dD is called “C − dD” because the tableau
rule T − dD “corresponds” to C − dD and the sentence dD (¬(�A∧�¬A)) is valid
in the class of all models that satisfy condition C − dD and similarly in all other
cases. Let C be any of the conditions in tables 1−8. Then a C-model is a model
that satisfies C.

Most of the conditions in this section are self-explanatory. Nevertheless, we
will add a few comments about some of them.

this paper, I use a pair of similar quantifiers. However, in (xvi) and (xvii) above the truth-conditions
are relativised to world-moment pairs and not only to possible worlds. For more on some vaguely
similar approaches to propositional quantification, see [26] and [58].
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3.1.1 Conditions on the relation <

Condition Formalisation of condition
C − PD ∀τ∃τ′τ′ < τ
C − FD ∀τ∃τ′τ < τ′

C − t4 ∀τ∀τ′∀τ′′((τ < τ′ ∧ τ′ < τ′′)→ τ < τ′′)
C − DE ∀τ∀τ′(τ < τ′ → ∃τ′′(τ < τ′′ ∧ τ′′ < τ′))
C − FC ∀τ∀τ′∀τ′′((τ < τ′ ∧ τ < τ′′)→ (τ′ < τ′′ ∨ τ′ = τ′′ ∨ τ′′ < τ′))
C − PC ∀τ∀τ′∀τ′′((τ′ < τ ∧ τ′′ < τ)→ (τ′ < τ′′ ∨ τ′ = τ′′ ∨ τ′′ < τ′))
C −C ∀τ∀τ′(τ < τ′ ∨ τ = τ′ ∨ τ′ < τ)
C −UB ∀τ∀τ′∀τ′′((τ < τ′ ∧ τ < τ′′)→ ∃τ′′′(τ′ < τ′′′ ∧ τ′′ < τ′′′))
C − LB ∀τ∀τ′∀τ′′((τ′ < τ ∧ τ′′ < τ)→ ∃τ′′′(τ′′′ < τ′ ∧ τ′′′ < τ′′))

Table 1

The conditions in Table 1 are well-known. They say something about the
formal properties of the temporal relation ‘earlier than’, <. PD stands for ‘past
D’, FD for ‘future D’, DE for ‘dense’, FC for ‘future convergence’, PC for ‘past
convergence’, C for ‘comparability’, UB for ‘upper bounds’, and LB for ‘lower
bounds’. According to C−FD, for example, there is no last point in time; for every
moment in time τ there is a moment in time τ′ that occurs later than τ. According
to C−t4, time is transitive, that is for every τ, τ′ and τ′′: if τ′ occurs later than τ and
τ′′ occurs later than τ′ then τ′′ occurs later than τ. C − DE says that time is dense,
C − PC that time doesn’t branch towards the past and C − FC that time doesn’t
branch towards the future, etc. The conditions in Table 1 are often described in
various introductions to temporal logic and require no further comments (see, for
example, [16], [27], [36], [45], [59], [66], [68] and [64]).

3.1.2 Conditions on the relation R

Condition Formalisation of condition
C − aT ∀τ∀ωRωωτ
C − aD ∀τ∀ω∃ω′Rωω′τ
C − aF ∀τ∀ω∀ω′∀ω′′((Rωω′τ ∧Rωω′′τ)→ ω′ = ω′′)
C − aB ∀τ∀ω∀ω′(Rωω′τ→Rω′ωτ)
C − a4 ∀τ∀ω∀ω′∀ω′′((Rωω′τ ∧Rω′ω′′τ)→Rωω′′τ)
C − a5 ∀τ∀ω∀ω′∀ω′′((Rωω′τ ∧Rωω′′τ)→Rω′ω′′τ)

Table 2

The conditions on R in Table 2 are similar to well-known conditions on the
alethic accessibility relation in mono-modal alethic logic (see, for example, [30]).
The only difference is that R is a 3-place relation in our systems. Intuitively, this
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corresponds to the idea that the ordinary 2-place alethic relation is relativised to
particular moments in time. So, for example, C − aT says that R is reflexive at
every time, C − aB says that R is symmetric at every time, etc.

C−aD says that every possible world can see at least one possible world aleth-
ically (at a particular moment in time), and C − aF says that every possible world
can see at most one possible world alethically (at a particular moment in time).
Accordingly, if we assume C−aD and C−aF, every world can see one and exactly
one possible world alethically (at a particular moment in time). If a model satis-
fies C − aF, then ◇P → ◻P is valid in this model, and if it satisfies C − aD, then
◻P→◇P is valid in this model. Consequently, if a model satisfies both C−aD and
C − aF, ◇P↔ ◻P, ◇¬P↔ ¬◇ P and ⊟P↔ xP are valid in this model. Hence,
the distinctions between possibility and necessity and between non-necessity and
impossibility collapse.

C − aT says that every possible world can see itself alethically (at a particular
moment in time). Hence, if we assume C − aT and C − aF, every possible world
can see itself and nothing but itself alethically (at a particular moment in time). If
a model satisfies C − aT and C − aF, then P ↔ ◻P, ¬P ↔ ¬ ◇ P and ¬P ↔ xP
are valid in this model. Consequently, the distinctions between truth and necessary
truth and between falsehood and impossibility collapse. Furthermore, if C − aT
holds, then C −aD also holds. So, it is also true that if a model satisfies C −aT and
C − aF, then ◇P ↔ ◻P, ◇¬P ↔ ¬ ◇ P and ⊟P ↔ xP are valid in this model.
Therefore, the distinctions between what is true, possible and necessary collapse,
that is, the following equivalences are valid P ↔ ◇P ↔ ◻P. Moreover, we have
¬P↔◇¬P↔ ¬◇P↔ ⊟P↔xP. Hence, the distinctions between what is false,
possibly false, impossible and unnecessary also collapse. C − aF is technically
interesting, but intuitively problematic. (For more on this see [73]; see also [70].)

3.1.3 Conditions on the relation S

Condition Formalisation of condition
C − dD ∀τ∀ω∃ω′Sωω′τ
C − dF ∀τ∀ω∀ω′∀ω′′((Sωω′τ ∧Sωω′′τ)→ ω′ = ω′′)
C − d4 ∀τ∀ω∀ω′∀ω′′((Sωω′τ ∧Sω′ω′′τ)→Sωω′′τ)
C − d5 ∀τ∀ω∀ω′∀ω′′((Sωω′τ ∧Sωω′′τ)→Sω′ω′′τ)
C −�dT ∀τ∀ω∀ω′(Sωω′τ→Sω′ω′τ)
C −�dB ∀τ∀ω∀ω′∀ω′′((Sωω′τ ∧Sω′ω′′τ)→Sω′′ω′τ)

Table 3

Again, the conditions on S in Table 3 are similar to well-known conditions on
the deontic accessibility relation in mono-modal deontic logic (see, for example,
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[6]). The only difference is that S is a 3-place relation in our systems. Intuitively,
this corresponds to the idea that the ordinary 2-place deontic relation is relativised
to particular moments in time. Consequently, C − dD says that S is serial at every
time, C − d4 says that S is transitive at every time, etc. (see [70]).

Nothing like C − dF is usually mentioned in deontic logic. But the condition
is technically interesting and it also has some interesting consequences. In every
model that satisfies C−dF, the following sentences are valid: �A→ �A,�A∨�¬A,
�A∨�A, ¬(�A∧�¬A), ¬�A,�A. Hence, if we assume this condition, nothing is
optional, there is no A such that both A and not-A are permitted, and everything is
either obligatory or forbidden. If we accept this condition, we have to accept a kind
of moral rigorism (for more on moral rigorism, see Section 4.3). If a model satis-
fies C − dF and C − dD then the following equivalence holds: �A ↔ �A, that is,
the distinction between what is obligatory and what is permitted collapses. Most
people are probably inclined to reject those consequences, but some seem to ac-
cept them. Hence, this condition is worth mentioning, even though it is intuitively
problematic.

3.1.4 Conditions concerning the relation between R and S

Condition Formalisation of condition
C − ◻� ∀τ∀ω∀ω′(Sωω′τ→Rωω′τ)
C −�◇ ∀τ∀ω∃ω′(Sωω′τ ∧Rωω′τ)
C −� ◻� ∀τ∀ω∀ω′∀ω′′((Sωω′τ ∧Sω′ω′′τ)→Rω′ω′′τ)
C −��◇ ∀τ∀ω∀ω′(Sωω′τ→ ∃ω′′(Sω′ω′′τ ∧Rω′ω′′τ))
C − ad4 ∀τ∀ω∀ω′∀ω′′((Rωω′τ ∧Sω′ω′′τ)→Sωω′′τ)
C − ad5 ∀τ∀ω∀ω′∀ω′′((Rωω′τ ∧Sωω′′τ)→Sω′ω′′τ)
C − � ◻ P ∀τ∀ω∀ω′∀ω′′((Sωω′τ ∧Rωω′′τ)→ ∃ω′′′(Rω′ω′′′τ ∧Sω′′ω′′′τ))
C −� ◻ P ∀τ∀ω∀ω′∀ω′′((Rωω′τ ∧Sω′ω′′τ)→ ∃ω′′′(Sωω′′′τ ∧Rω′′′ω′′τ))
C − ◻�P ∀τ∀ω∀ω′∀ω′′((Sωω′τ ∧Rω′ω′′τ)→ ∃ω′′′(Rωω′′′τ ∧Sω′′′ω′′τ))

Table 4

The conditions in Table 4 deal with some possible relations between the alethic
and the deontic accessibility relations. In every model that satisfies C − ◻�, ◻A→
�A (the necessity-ought or must-ought principle) is valid, and in every model that
satisfies C −�◇, �A→◇A (the ought-possibility or ought-can principle) is valid.
C − ◻� is stronger than C − � ◻ � and C − �◇ is stronger than C − ��◇. In
every model that satisfies C − � ◻ �, �(◻A → �A) is valid, and in every model
that satisfies C −��◇, �(�A→◇A) is valid.
�A → ◻�A is valid in every model that satisfies C − ad4 and �A → ◻�A is

valid in every model that satisfies C − ad5. In every model that satisfies C −�◻ P,
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� ◻ A → ◻�A is valid; in every model that satisfies C − � ◻ P, � ◻ A → ◻�A is
valid; and in every model that satisfies C − ◻�P, ◻�A→ � ◻ A is valid.

I have described these conditions before, see [70]; see also [71]. For some
general ideas about how to combine two or more modal systems, see, for example,
[57] and [40].

3.1.5 Temporal alethic interactions: Conditions concerning the relation be-
tween R and <

Condition Formalisation of condition
C − AS P ∀τ∀τ′∀ω∀ω′((τ < τ′ ∧Rωω′τ′)→Rωω′τ)
C − AR ∀τ∀τ′∀ω∀ω′∀ω′′((τ < τ′ ∧Rωω′τ ∧Rω′ω′′τ′)→Rωω′′τ)

Table 5

The conditions in Table 5 are concerned with some possible interactions be-
tween R and <. ‘AS P’ is an abbreviation of ‘alethic shared past’ and ‘AR’ of
‘alethic ramification’.

The condition C − AS P says that it is true that if a world ω′ is alethically
accessible from a world ω at time τ′, then ω′ is alethically accessible from ω at
every moment in time τ that is earlier than τ′. This condition is plausible if we
represent reality as a tree-like structure that branches towards the future and not as
a set of entirely unrelated possible worlds and moments in time. We can think of
the possible worlds in W as possible histories of one and the same world (reality)
rather than as distinct worlds.

C − AR follows from C − AS P and C − a4. Therefore, C − AR too is plausible
if we represent the world as a tree-like structure. If a model satisfies C − AS P,
we can show that the following sentences are valid in this model: H ◻ A → ◻HA,
P ◻ A → ◻PA, ◻GA → G ◻ A and ◻A → G ◻ PA. If a model satisfies C − AR, we
can show that ◻GA→ ◻G ◻ A is valid in this model.

3.1.6 Temporal deontic interactions: Conditions concerning the relation be-
tween S and <

Condition Formalisation of condition
C −�GdT ∀τ∀τ′∀ω∀ω′((τ < τ′ ∧Sωω′τ)→Sω′ω′τ′)
C −�GdB ∀τ∀τ′∀ω∀ω′∀ω′′((τ < τ′ ∧Sωω′τ ∧Sω′ω′′τ′)→Sω′′ω′τ′)
C − DR ∀τ∀τ′∀ω∀ω′∀ω′′((τ < τ′ ∧Sωω′τ ∧Sω′ω′′τ′)→Sωω′′τ)

Table 6

The conditions in Table 6 deal with some possible relations between S and <.
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If a model satisfies C −�GdT , then �G(�A → A), ● → G● and ● → [G]● are
valid in this model, and if it satisfies C − �GdB, then �G(A → ��A) is valid in
this model. In every model that satisfies C − DR (‘deontic ramification’), �GA →
�G�A is valid. According to �G(�A → A), it ought to be that it is always going
to be that if A ought to be then A is true, and according to ● → G●, The Good is
realised only if it is always going to be the case that The Good is realised. �G(A→
��A) says that it ought to be that it is always going to be that if A is true then it
ought to be permitted that A.

Note that if a model satisfies both C−�GdT and C−�dT , then�[G](�A→ A)

is valid in this model, that is, then it is true that it ought to be that it is and that
it is always going to be the case that if it ought to be the case that A then A.
�[G](�A → A) is by definition equivalent with �((�A → A) ∧ G(�A → A)).
Similarly, if a model satisfies both C−�GdB and C−�dB, then �[G](A→ ��A)

is valid in this model. �[G](A → ��A) is by definition equivalent with �((A →
��A) ∧G(A→ ��A)).

3.1.7 Temporal alethic deontic interactions: Conditions concerning the rela-
tion between R, S and <

Condition Formalisation of condition
C −�G ◻� ∀τ∀τ′∀ω∀ω′∀ω′′((τ < τ′ ∧Sωω′τ ∧Sω′ω′′τ′)→Rω′ω′′τ′)
C −�G�◇ ∀τ∀τ′∀ω∀ω′((τ < τ′ ∧Sωω′τ)→ ∃ω′′(Sω′ω′′τ′ ∧Rω′ω′′τ′))

Table 7

The conditions in Table 7 are concerned with some possible relations between
R, S and <. In every model that satisfies C − �G ◻ �, �G(◻A → �A) is valid,
and in every model that satisfies C −�G�◇, �G(�A → ◇A) is valid. If a model
satisfies C −�G ◻� and C −� ◻�, �[G](◻A → �A) is valid in this model, and
if a model satisfies C − �G�◇ and C − ��◇, �[G](�A → ◇A) is valid in this
model.

3.1.8 Conditions on the valuation function v in a model

Condition Formalisation of condition
C − FT If Rωω′τ and ⟨ω, τ⟩ ∈ v(P), then ⟨ω′, τ⟩ ∈ v(P)

for all propositional variables P, for all τ in T and ω and ω′ in W.
C − BT If Rωω′τ and ⟨ω′, τ⟩ ∈ v(P), then ⟨ω, τ⟩ ∈ v(P)

for all propositional variables P, for all τ in T and ω and ω′ in W.
Table 8
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‘FT ’ in ‘C − FT ’ is an abbreviation of ‘Forward Transfer’, and ‘BT ’ in ‘C −

BT ’ of ‘Backward Transfer’. If a model satisfies C − FT and P is a propositional
variable, then P → ◻P is valid in this model. If a model satisfies C − BT and P is
a propositional variable, then ◇P → P is valid in this model. If a model satisfies
C − FT , C − BT and C − aT , we can show that the distinctions between what is
true, necessarily true and possibly true collapse for propositional variables (and
historical modalities), that is, the following equivalences hold: P ↔ ◻P ↔ ◇P.
However, note that this does not entail that similar results hold for every P (if P
is not a propositional variable) and we cannot show that P → �P or�P → P are
valid. C − FT and C − BT seem to be reasonable conditions if we think of reality
as a tree-like structure that branches towards the future.8

3.2 The system of a class of models

The conditions mentioned in Section 3.1 can be used to obtain a categorisation of
the set of all models into various kinds. We shall say that M(C1, . . . ,Cn) is the
class of all models that satisfy the conditions C1, . . . ,Cn. For example, M(C −

aT,C − aB,C − a4,C − dD) is the class of all models that satisfy the conditions
C − aT , C − aB, C − a4 and C − dD. By using this classification of model classes
we can define a large set of systems.

Definition 10 The set of all sentences in a language that are valid in a class of
models M is the (logical) system of M, S (M).

For example, S (M(C − aT,C − aB,C − a4,C − dD)) (the system of M(C −

aT,C − aB,C − a4,C − dD)) is the class of sentences (in our language) that are
valid in the class of models that satisfy the conditions C − aT , C − aB, C − a4 and
C − dD.

4 Proof theory

In this section, I will develop a set of tableau systems. The propositional part of
these systems is similar to systems introduced by [77] and [54], and the modal part
is similar to systems discussed by [65]. The rules for the propositional quantifiers,
the axiological rules, and some of the rules that are concerned with the interactions
between <, R and S are new.9 For more information about the tableau method and
various kinds of tableau systems, see, for example, [32] and [38].

8Note that this does not entail that time itself branches towards the future. For more on C − FT
and C − BT , see [70].

9However, see my [70], [71], [72] and [73].
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4.1 Tableau rules

4.1.1 Propositional rules

¬¬ ∧ ¬∧

¬¬A,wit j A ∧ B,wit j ¬(A ∧ B),wit j

↓ ↓ ↙↘
A,wit j A,wit j ¬A,wit j ¬B,wit j

B,wit j

∨ ¬∨ →
A ∨ B,wit j ¬(A ∨ B),wit j A→ B,wit j

↙↘ ↓ ↙↘
A,wit j B,wit j ¬A,wit j ¬A,wit j B,wit j

¬B,wit j

¬→ ↔ ¬↔
¬(A→ B),wit j A↔ B,wit j ¬(A↔ B),wit j

↓ ↙↘ ↙↘
A,wit j A,wit j ¬A,wit j A,wit j ¬A,wit j

¬B,wit j B,wit j ¬B,wit j ¬B,wit j B,wit j

Table 9: Propositional rules

4.1.2 Basic temporal rules (b t-rules)

A ¬A S ¬S
AA,wit j ¬AA,wit j SA,wit j ¬SA,wit j

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

A,witk S¬A,wit j A,witk A¬A,wit j

for every tk where tk is new
on the branch to the branch

G ¬G F ¬F
GA,wit j ¬GA,wit j FA,wit j ¬FA,wit j

t j < tk ↓ ↓ ↓

↓ F¬A,wit j t j < tk G¬A,wit j

A,witk A,witk
where tk is new

H ¬H P ¬P
HA,wit j ¬HA,wit j PA,wit j ¬PA,wit j

tk < t j ↓ ↓ ↓

↓ P¬A,wit j tk < t j H¬A,wit j

A,witk A,witk
where tk is new

Table 10: Basic temporal rules
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4.1.3 Basic modal rules

� � ◻ ◇

�A,witk �A,witk ◻A,witk ◇A,witk
↓ ↓ Rwiw jtk ↓

A,w jtl A,w jtl ↓ Rwiw jtk
for any w j and tl where w j and tl are new A,w jtk A,w jtk

where w j is new
¬� ¬� ¬◻ ¬◇

¬�A,witk ¬�A,witk ¬ ◻ A,witk ¬◇ A,witk
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

�¬A,witk �¬A,witk ◇¬A,witk ◻¬A,witk
Table 11: Basic modal rules

4.1.4 Basic deontic rules (b d-rules)

� � ¬� ¬�

�B,witk �B,witk ¬�B,witk ¬�B,witk
S wiw jtk ↓ ↓ ↓

↓ S wiw jtk �¬B,witk �¬B,witk
B,w jtk B,w jtk

where w j is new
Table 12: Basic deontic rules

4.1.5 Quantifier rules

∀ ∃ ¬∀ ¬∃

∀XA,wit j ∃XA,wit j ¬∀XA,wit j ¬∃XA,wit j

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

A[B/X],wit j A[Y/X],wit j ∃X¬A,wit j ∀X¬A,wit j
Table 13: Propositional quantifier rules

Note that in (∀), B is any (quantifier-free) formula (in L) that is substitutable
for X in A; and in (∃), Y is a propositional variable that is new to the branch.
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4.1.6 The CUT-rule and the identity-rules

CUT T − T Ii T − T Iii T − AIi T − AIii
wi, tk A(ti) A(ti) A(wi) A(wi)

↙ ↘ ti = t j t j = ti wi = w j w j = wi

A,witk ¬A,witk ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

for every A, wi and tk A(t j) A(t j) A(w j) A(w j)
Table 14: The CUT -rule and the identity-rules

The CUT rule (Table 14) is often useful to produce elegant proofs and to derive
new rules. However, for our purposes in this paper it is not strictly needed. Note
that A can be replaced by any sentence in CUT . ‘wi, tk’ ‘means’ that both ‘wi’ and
‘tk’ are on the branch. Similar constructions in other rules in this section (Section
4.1) are interpreted similarly.

T − Ii and T − Iii are redundant in any system that does not include T − FC,
T − PC or T −C (Table 16), and T − AIi and T − AIii are redundant in any system
that does not include T − aF (Table 17) or T − dF (Table 18).

(T − T Ii) is interpreted in the following way. A(ti) is a line in a tableau that
includes ‘ti’, and A(t j) is like A(ti) except that ‘ti’ is replaced by ‘t j’. That is, if
A(ti) is A,wkti, then A(t j) is A,wkt j; if A(ti) is Rwkwlti, then A(t j) is Rwkwlt j; if
A(ti) is ti = tk, then A(t j) is t j = tk, etc. If A(ti) is A,wkti, we only apply the rule
when A is atomic. T − T Iii, T − AIi and T − AIii are interpreted similarly.

4.1.7 Basic axiological rules

●E ●I
●,wit j S wiwit j

↓ ↓

S wiwit j ●,wit j
Table 15: ●-rules

‘●E’ is an abbreviation of ‘●-elimination’ and ‘●I’ of ‘●-introduction’. Intu-
itively, ‘●E’ says that if ‘●’ is true in the possible world denoted by ‘wi’ at the
time denoted by ‘t j’, then the world denoted by ‘wi’ is deontically accessible from
itself at the time denoted by ‘t j’; and ‘●I’ says that if the world denoted by ‘wi’ is
deontically accessible from itself at the time denoted by ‘t j’, then ‘●’ is true in the
world denoted by ‘wi’ at the time denoted by ‘t j’.
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4.1.8 Temporal accessibility rules (t-rules)

T − t4 T − PD T − FD
ti < t j t j t j

t j < tk ↓ ↓

↓ tk < t j t j < tk
ti < tk where tk is new where tk is new

T − DE T − FC T − PC
ti < t j ti < t j t j < ti
↓ ti < tk tk < ti

ti < tk ↙↓↘ ↙↓↘

tk < t j t j < tk t j = tk tk < t j t j < tk t j = tk tk < t j

where tk is new
T −C T −UB T − LB
ti, t j ti < t j t j < ti

↙ ↓ ↘ ti < tk tk < ti
ti < t j ti = t j t j < ti ↓ ↓

t j < tl tl < t j

tk < tl tl < tk
where tl is new where tl is new
to the branch to the branch

Table 16: Temporal accessibility rules

4.1.9 Alethic accessibility rules (a-rules)

T − aD T − aT T − aB T − aF T − a4 T − a5
wi, tk wi, tk Rwiw jtk Rwiw jtl Rwiw jtl Rwiw jtl
↓ ↓ ↓ Rwiwktl Rw jwktl Rwiwktl

Rwiw jtk Rwiwitk Rw jwitk ↓ ↓ ↓

where w j is new w j = wk Rwiwktl Rw jwktl
Table 17: Alethic accessibility rules

4.1.10 Deontic accessibility rules (d-rules)

T − dD T − dF T − d4 T − d5 T −�dT T −�dB
wi, tk S wiw jtl S wiw jtl S wiw jtl S wiw jtl S wiw jtl
↓ S wiwktl S w jwktl S wiwktl ↓ S w jwktl

S wiw jtk ↓ ↓ ↓ S w jw jtl ↓

where w j is new w j = wk S wiwktl S w jwktl S wkw jtl
Table 18: Deontic accessibility rules
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4.1.11 Alethic-deontic accessibility rules (ad-rules)

T − ◻� T −� ◻� T −�◇ T −��◇

S wiw jtk S wiw jtl wi, tk S wiw jtl
↓ S w jwktl ↓ ↓

Rwiw jtk ↓ S wiw jtk Rw jwktl
Rw jwktl Rwiw jtk S w jwktl

where w j where wk

is new is new
T − ad4 T − ad5 T − � ◻ P T −� ◻ P T − ◻�P
Rwiw jtl Rwiw jtl S wiw jtm Rwiw jtm S wiw jtm
S w jwktl S wiwktl Rwiwktm S w jwktm Rw jwktm
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

S wiwktl S w jwktl Rw jwltm S wiwltm Rwiwltm
S wkwltm Rwlwktm S wlwktm
where wl where wl where wl

is new is new is new
Table 19: Alethic-deontic accessibility rules

4.1.12 Temporal-alethic accessibility rules

T − AS P T − AR
Rwiw jtl Rwiw jtl
tk < tl tl < tm
↓ Rw jwktm

Rwiw jtk ↓

Rwiwktl
Table 20: Temporal-alethic accessibility rules

4.1.13 Temporal-deontic accessibility rules

T −�GdT T −�GdB T − DR
S wiw jtl S wiw jtl S wiw jtl
tl < tm tl < tm tl < tm
↓ S w jwktm S w jwktm

S w jw jtm ↓ ↓

S wkw jtm S wiwktl
Table 21: Temporal-deontic accessibility rules
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4.1.14 Temporal-alethic-deontic accessibility rules

T −�G ◻� T −�G�◇
S wiw jtl S wiw jtl
tl < tm tl < tm

S w jwktm ↓

↓ Rw jwktm
Rw jwktm S w jwktm

where wk

is new
Table 22: Temporal-alethic-deontic accessibility rules

4.1.15 Transfer rules

T − FT T − BT
A,witl A,w jtl

Rwiw jtl Rwiw jtl
↓ ↓

A,w jtl A,witl
where A is a propositional variable where A is a propositional variable

Table 23: Transfer rules

‘FT ’ in ‘T −FT ’ is an abbreviation of ‘Forward Transfer’ and ‘BT ’ in ‘T −BT ’
of ‘Backward Transfer’. Note that A is a propositional variable in these rules.

4.2 Tableau systems and some basic proof-theoretical concepts

Definition 11 A (semantic) tableau is a tree-like structure where the elements in
the structure, the nodes in the tree, have the following form: A,wit j, where A is a
formula in our language and i and j are in {0,1,2,3, . . .}, or something of the form
Rwiw jtk, S wiw jtk, ti < t j, ti = t j or wi = w j where i, j, k are in {0,1,2,3, . . .}. The
first node in the tableau is called the root. Nodes without successors are called tips
or leaves. A branch is a path from the root to a tip. A branch in a tableau is closed
just in case both A,wit j and ¬A,wit j occur on the branch (for some A, wi and t j)
or if we have ¬⊺,wit j or �,wit j on the branch (for some wi and t j); it is open just
in case it is not closed. A tableau itself is closed iff every branch in it is closed; it
is open iff it is not closed.

Definition 12 Tableau system: A tableau system is a class of tableau rules. Tem-
poral modal (alethic) deontic tableau system: a temporal modal (or alethic) deon-
tic tableau system is a tableau system that includes all propositional rules, all basic
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temporal rules, all basic alethic rules, all basic deontic rules. Extended tableau
system: If S is a temporal alethic deontic tableau system, then S Ext is the temporal
alethic deontic tableau system S extended by the quantifier rules.

To make some proofs easier, it is often useful to add the CUT -rule to our
systems. T − T Ii and T − T Iii are included in every system that contains T − FC,
T −PC or T −C, and T −AIi and T −AIii are included in every system that contains
T − aF or T − dF. The smallest temporal modal deontic tableau system without
any accessibility rules is called S. By adding various accessibility rules to S, we
obtain a large class of stronger systems.

Let T1, . . . ,Tn be the (temporal modal deontic) tableau system that includes
the tableau rules T1, . . . ,Tn. The initial T may be omitted if it is clear that we are
talking about a tableau system. Then, aTaBa4dD is the (temporal modal deontic)
tableau system that includes the tableau rules T − aT , T − aB, T − a4, and T − dD,
etc.

Let S be any system in this paper and let an S -tableau be a tableau generated
in accordance with the rules in S . Moreover, let A be a sentence and let Γ be a
finite set of sentences. ‘⊢S A’ says that A is a theorem in S and ‘Γ ⊢S A’ says that
A is derivable from Γ in S . Then we can define some important proof theoretical
concepts in the following way:

Definition 13 Proof in a system. A proof of A in S is a closed S -tableau that
begins with ¬A,w0t0.

Theorem in a system. A is a theorem in S , ⊢S A, iff there is a proof of A in S ,
that is, iff there is a closed S -tableau that begins with ¬A,w0t0. A is a theorem in
S iff A is provable in S .

Derivation in a system. A derivation of A from Γ in S , is a closed S -tableau
whose initial list comprises B,w0t0 for every B in Γ and ¬A,w0t0. The sentences
in Γ are the premises and A the conclusion of the derivation. The initial list of
a tableau consists of the first nodes in this tableau whose ‘satisfiability’ we are
exploring.

Proof-theoretic consequence in a system. A is a proof-theoretic consequence
of Γ in S or A is derivable from Γ in S ,Γ ⊢S A, iff there is a derivation of A from Γ

in S , that is, iff there is a closed S -tableau whose initial list comprises B,w0t0 for
every B in Γ and ¬A,w0t0.

Definition 14 (The logic of a tableau system) The logic L(S ) of a tableau system
S is the class of all sentences in L (LExt) that are provable in this system.

For example, L(aTaBa4dD), the logic of aTaBa4dD, is the class of all sen-
tences in L that are provable in aTaBa4dD, that is, in the temporal alethic deontic
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tableau system that includes all the rules that every system of this kind contains
and the rules T − aT , T − aB, T − a4 and T − dD.

4.3 Some theorems

We are now in a position to prove some theorems. I will focus on some propositions
that tell us something about the interactions between the propositional quantifiers,
the deontic operators and the constants ● and ★. However, first we will consider
some other interesting theorems.10

Theorem 15 (The (normative) classification of ‘states of affairs’) (i) ∀A(�A ∨

�A ∨ �A) = ∀A(�A ∨ (�A ∧ �¬A) ∨ �A) (Everything is either obligatory, op-
tional or forbidden) is a theorem in every system in this paper. (ii) ¬∃A(�A ∧

�A) = ¬∃A(�A ∧ (�A ∧ �¬A)) (nothing is both obligatory and optional) and
¬∃A(�A ∧ �A) = ¬∃A(�A ∧ (�A ∧ �¬A)) (nothing is both forbidden and op-
tional) are theorems in every system in this paper. (iii) ¬∃A(�A ∧ �A) (noth-
ing is both obligatory and forbidden) is a theorem in every system that includes
dD. (iv) All the following sentences are theorems in every system in this paper:
∃X(�X ∧ �X) → ∀Y�Y (If something is both obligatory and forbidden, then ev-
erything is obligatory), ∃X(�X ∧ �X) → ∀Y�Y (If something is both obligatory
and forbidden, then everything is forbidden) and ∃X(�X ∧ �X) → ∀Y(�Y ∧ �Y)

(If something is obligatory and forbidden, everything is obligatory and forbidden).
(v) ∀A((�A∧◻A)∨(�A∧¬◻A)∨(�A∧�¬A)∨(�A∧¬xA)∨(�A∧xA)) is a
theorem in every system in this paper. (vi) In every system that includes dD, the fol-
lowing sentences are ‘mutually exclusive’: (�A∧◻A), (�A∧¬◻A), (�A∧�¬A),
(�A∧¬xA) and (�A∧xA). (vii) In those systems, we can prove the following sen-
tences: ¬∃A((�A∧◻A)∧(�A∧¬◻A)) (Nothing is both obligatory and necessary
and obligatory and non-necessary), ¬∃A((�A∧¬◻A)∧(�A∧�¬A)) (Nothing is
both obligatory and non-necessary and optional), ¬∃A((�A∧�¬A)∧(�A∧¬xA))

(Nothing is both optional and forbidden and non-impossible (possible)), etc. Intu-
itively, this means that every ‘state of affairs’ belongs to one and only one box in
Table 24.

Proof. Straightforward.

1 2 3 4 5
�A ∧ ◻A �A ∧ ¬ ◻ A �A ∧ �¬A �A ∧ ¬x A �A ∧xA

Table 24
10In this section ‘system’ can mean either ‘system’ or ‘extended system’ depending on the context.
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We have now considered a possible (normative) classification of all ‘states of
affairs’. However, we have not seen if there are things that belong in the various
boxes in Table 24. So far, our results are compatible with the proposition that they
are empty. Is there anything that is obligatory and necessary? Is there anything
that is obligatory but non-necessary? Is there anything that is optional? Etc. The
following theorem shows that we can prove that something is obligatory and that
something is forbidden (in every system in this paper), and that something is per-
mitted (in every system that includes dD). This entails that at least some boxes in
Table 24 are non-empty.

Theorem 16 (The existence of obligations, prohibitions and permissions)
(i) ∃A�A (Something is obligatory), (ii) ∃A�A (Something is forbidden), and

(iii) ¬∀A�A (Not everything is permitted) are theorems in every system in this pa-
per. All the following sentences are theorems in every system that includes dD: (iv)
¬∀A�A (Not everything is obligatory), (v) ¬∀A�A (Not everything is forbidden)
and (vi) ∃A�A (Something is permitted). Obviously, the following equivalences
can be proved in every system in this paper: (vii) ∃A�A ↔ ¬∀A�A (Something
is forbidden iff not everything is permitted), (viii) ∃A�A↔ ¬∀A�A (Something is
permitted iff not everything is forbidden), (ix) ¬∀A�A↔ ∃A¬�A (Not everything
is obligatory iff something is not obligatory), (x) ∀X�X ↔ ¬∃X�X (Everything is
forbidden iff nothing is permitted), (xi) ∀X�X ↔ ¬∃X�X (Everything is permitted
iff nothing is forbidden). The following sentences are theorems in every system in
this paper: (xii) ∃X(�X ∧ �X) → ¬∃A�A (If something is both obligatory and
forbidden, then nothing is permitted), (xiii) ∃A�A→ ¬∃X(�X∧�X) (If something
is permitted, then nothing is both obligatory and forbidden). (xiv) ∃A�A ∧ ∃A�A
is a theorem in every system, and ∃A�A ∧ ∃A�A ∧ ∃A�A is a theorem in every
system that includes dD.

Proof. Straightforward.
Theorem 16 seems to be philosophically quite interesting since it can be used

as an argument against at least some forms of (normative) nihilism. Nihilism is
often taken to imply that nothing is obligatory, that everything is permitted and
that nothing is forbidden, that is, that the following proposition holds:

Proposition 17 ((Normative) Nihilism) (i) If nihilism is true, then everything is
permitted. (ii) If nihilism is true, then nothing is obligatory. (iii) If nihilism is true,
then nothing is forbidden.11

11The expression ‘is true’ in proposition 17 is an abbreviation of ‘is true in a possible world at
a moment in time (in a model)’, and ‘is false’ is interpreted similarly. Not every form of nihilism
entails these claims. Some nihilists might, for example, assert that all normative sentences lack truth-
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If nihilism has these implications, then we can use Theorem 16 to show that
nihilism is false. The arguments are very easy. Here are three examples. (i) If
nihilism is true, then everything is permitted. It is not the case that everything
is permitted (by Theorem 16). Hence nihilism is not true. (ii) If nihilism is true
then nothing is obligatory. Some things are obligatory (by Theorem 16). Hence,
nihilism is not true. (iii) If nihilism is true, then nothing is forbidden. Some things
are forbidden (by Theorem 16). Hence, nihilism is not true.

These arguments refute every kind of nihilism that entails that nothing is oblig-
atory, it refutes every kind of nihilism that entails that everything is permitted, and
it refutes every kind of nihilism that entails that nothing is forbidden. Furthermore,
if nihilism necessarily entails that nothing is obligatory and/or that everything is
permitted and/or that nothing is forbidden, then nihilism (in this sense) is neces-
sarily false, it cannot be true. For it is necessarily the case that some things are
obligatory, that not everything is permitted and that not nothing is forbidden (these
propositions follow immediately from Theorem 16), and if it is necessary that A
implies not-B and it is necessary that B then it is impossible that A.

A nihilist might respond to these arguments in at least two ways. She can (1)
define ‘nihilism’ in such a way that it does not entail the problematic theses, or (2)
use ‘obligatory’, ‘permitted’ and ‘forbidden’ in some non-standard way and reject
every normal deontic logic of the kind used in this paper. (2) seems unreasonable.
At the least one would like to know in what sense the ‘nihilist’ uses the terms if
she rejects every kind of normal deontic logic. If (1) is the case ‘nihilism’ might
not have any problematic normative consequences. The arguments above thus sug-
gest that nihilism is either (1) rather harmless, or (2) implausible or needs to be
combined with some alternative theory of our normative concepts. Some things
are obligatory. Hence, nihilism is true only if it is not the case that nothing is
obligatory if nihilism is true. It is not the case that everything is permitted. Hence,
nihilism is true only if it is not the case that everything is permitted if nihilism is
true. Some things are forbidden. Hence, nihilism is true only if it is not the case
that nothing is forbidden if nihilism is true.

Of course, one could argue that this ‘refutation’ of nihilism is not particu-
larly interesting, since we have not shown that something contingent is obligatory
[∃X(▽X∧�X) = ∃X((◇X∧◇¬X)∧�X)], nor that it is not the case that everything
that is contingent is permitted [¬∀X(▽X → �X) = ¬∀X((◇X ∧ ◇¬X) → �X)],
and we have not shown that something contingent is forbidden [∃X(▽X ∧ �X)

= ∃X((◇X ∧ ◇¬X) ∧ �X)]. Furthermore, we have not established the following
propositions: ∃X(�X∧¬◻X) (There is something that is obligatory but not neces-

values. So, they are neither true nor false. However, the main purpose of this paper is not to discuss
nihilism. Accordingly, I will not consider every version of this thesis.
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sary) and ∃X(�X∧¬xX) (There is something that is forbidden but not impossible).
All we have shown, so far, is that ∃X�X and ∃X�X are theorems in every system.
But this result is compatible with the assertion that boxes 2 and 4 (and 3) in Table
24 are empty.

The following sentences are theorems in every system: ∃X(�X∧◻X) (There is
something that is obligatory and necessary) and ∃X(�X∧xX) (There is something
that is forbidden and impossible). ∃X(�X∧◻X) entails ∃X�X, and ∃X(�X∧xX)

entails ∃X�X. So, as far as we know, ∃X�X might be true ‘because’ ∃X(�X∧◻X)

is true and ∃X�X might be true ‘because’ ∃X(�X ∧xX) is true. Hence, we know
that box 1 and box 5 in Table 24 are non-empty, but we do not know if the other
boxes are non-empty.

A nihilist could define a new concept of obligation in terms of � and ◻ as fol-
lows: �′A =d f (�A ∧ ¬ ◻ A), and a new concept of prohibition in the following
way: �′A =d f (�A∧¬x A) (the idea of defining obligation and prohibition in this
way goes back at least to [4]). She could then point out that we have not shown
that ∃A�′A, nor that ∃A�′A. Obligations and prohibitions that are necessarily ful-
filled are not particularly interesting. In our practical moral lives, we are primarily
interested in obligations and prohibitions with a contingent content. Can we show
that there is something optional, that there is something that is obligatory but not
necessary and that there is something that is forbidden but not impossible? Before
we turn to this question, let us introduce a couple of definitions.

Definition 18 (Rigorism and Optionalism) (i) (Normative) Rigorism is true iff
∀X�X [= ∀X(�X ∨ �X)] (Everything is nonoptional, that is, obligatory or for-
bidden). (ii) (Normative) Optionalism is true iff ∃X�X [= ∃X(�X ∧�¬X)] (There
is something that is optional).12

Theorem 19 (Relationships between Rigorism and Optionalism) All the follow-
ing sentences are theorems in every system in this paper: ∃X�X → ¬∀X�X
[= ∃X(�X ∧ �¬X) → ¬∀X(�X ∨ �X)] (If something is optional, then not ev-
erything is obligatory or forbidden), ∀X�X → ¬∃X�X [= ∀X(�X ∨ �X) →

¬∃X(�X ∧ �¬X)] (If everything is obligatory or forbidden, then nothing is op-
tional), ∃X�X ↔ ¬∀X�X [= ∃X(�X ∧ �¬X) ↔ ¬∀X(�X ∨ �X)] (Something
is optional iff not everything is obligatory or forbidden), ∀X�X ↔ ¬∃X�X [=
∀X(�X ∨ �X) ↔ ¬∃X(�X ∧ �¬X)] (Everything is obligatory or forbidden iff
nothing is optional).

12Again, the expression ‘is true’ in definition 18 is an abbreviation of ‘is true in a possible world at
a moment in time (in a model)’, and ‘is false’ is interpreted similarly. Rigorism can be true at some
world-moment pair (in some model) and false at some other world-moment pair (in this model).
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Proof. Straightforward.
Theorem 19 does not tell us whether or not anything is optional. Most systems

in this paper are compatible both with the proposition that there is something that
is optional and with the proposition that nothing is optional. However, in some
systems, we can show that Rigorism is true and that Optionalism is false. The
following theorem establishes this:

Theorem 20 (Rigorism and the falsity of Optionalism) The sentences ∀X(�X ∨

�X) and ¬∃X(�X ∧ �¬X) are theorems in every system that includes T − dF.
This entails that Rigorism is true and that Optionalism is false in every possible
world at every moment in time in every class of models that satisfies C−dF (by the
soundness results in Section 5).

Proof. Straightforward.
Intuitively, Rigorism is not a plausible thesis. Since we can prove that every-

thing is either obligatory or forbidden in every system that includes T − dF, we
must reject this rule if there is something that is optional. T −dF is a derivable rule
in every system that includes T − aF and T − ◻�. So, if we want to reject T − dF,
we must also reject either T − aF or T −◻�. T − aF is formally similar to T − dF.
In every system that includes this rule we can prove that everything is either nec-
essary or impossible. Let us consider some theorems that can be established with
the help of this rule. However, we will first introduce a couple of technical terms.

Definition 21 (Noncontingentism and Contingentism) (i) Noncontingentism is
true iff ∀X △ X [= ∀X(◻X ∨ xX)] (Everything is necessary or impossible). (ii)
Contingentism is true iff ∃X ▽ X [= ∃X(◇X ∧◇¬X)] (There is something that is
contingent).13

Theorem 22 (T − aF, Contingentism and Noncontingentism) (i) ∀X(◻X ∨xX)

and ¬∃X(◇X ∧ ◇¬X) are theorems in every system that includes T − aF. This
entails that Noncontingentism is true and Contingentism is false in every possible
world at every moment in time in every class of models that satisfies C − aF (by
the soundness results in Section 5). (ii) In every system that includes T − aF and
T−◻�, ∀X(�X∨�X) and ¬∃X(�X∧�¬X) are theorems. (iii) ∃X▽X ↔ ¬∀X△X
and ∀X △ X ↔ ¬∃X ▽ X are theorems in every system in this paper.

Proof. (i) Left to the reader. (ii) Since we can prove that ∀X(◻X ∨ xX) is a
theorem in every system that includes T − aF, and ◻A entails �A and xA entails

13Again, the expression ‘is true’ in definition 21 is an abbreviation of ‘is true in a possible world
at a moment in time (in a model)’, etc.
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�A in every system that includes T − ◻�, this result is obvious. (iii) Left to the
reader.

The following theorem tells us something about the relationships between obli-
gations with a non-necessary content and prohibitions with a non-impossible (pos-
sible) content:

Theorem 23 (Obligations with a non-necessary content and prohibitions with a
non-impossible content) In every system in this paper, we can prove the following:
∃X(�X ∧ ¬ ◻ X) → ∃X(�X ∧ ¬x X), ∃X(�X ∧ ¬x X) → ∃X(�X ∧ ¬ ◻ X) and
∃X(�X ∧ ¬ ◻ X)↔ ∃X(�X ∧ ¬x X). So, if there is something that is obligatory
but not necessary, then there is something that is forbidden but not impossible, and
vice versa.

Proof. Straightforward.
Obviously, from this result it immediately follows that ¬∃X(�X ∧ ¬ ◻ X) ↔

¬∃X(�X ∧ ¬ x X) is a theorem in every system in this paper. Hence, if box 2 in
Table 24 is empty, box 4 in this table is empty, and vice versa. As far as I can see
∃X(�X∧¬◻X) and ∃X(�X∧�¬X) are independent of each other in most systems
in this paper, and so are ∃X(�X ∧ ¬x X) and ∃X(�X ∧ �¬X). However, in some
systems they are equivalent, as is shown by the following theorem:

Theorem 24 (Obligations with a non-necessary content, prohibitions with a non-
impossible content and Optionalism) (i)x∃X(�X∧¬◻X), x∃X(�X∧¬xX) and
x∃X(�X ∧�¬X) are theorems in every system in this paper that includes T −◻�

and T −aF. Hence, (ii) in those systems all the following sentences are equivalent:
∃X(�X ∧ ¬ ◻ X), ∃X(�X ∧ ¬x X) and ∃X(�X ∧ �¬X).

Proof. (i). Left to the reader. (ii) follows immediately from (i), since all
impossible propositions are necessarily equivalent.

We have now seen that there are some systems that exclude the existence of
optional states of affairs. Hence, there are systems according to which box 3 in
Table 24 is empty. Since ∃X(�X ∧ �¬X) is equivalent with ∃X(�X ∧ ¬ ◻ X) and
with ∃X(�X ∧¬x X) in some systems, it follows that there are systems according
to which the boxes 2, 3 and 4 in Table 24 are empty. It is left as an open question
whether there are any systems according to which 1, 3 and 5 are non-empty and 2
and 4 are empty.

Most systems are compatible with Optionalism and with the existence of obli-
gations with a non-necessary content and prohibitions with a possible content.
However, usually we cannot prove that something is optional (for example). We
will now consider some consequences that follow if we assume that there is some-
thing optional, something obligatory that is non-necessary or something forbidden
that is possible.
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Theorem 25 (Optionalism, Contingentism, etc.) In every system in this paper
that includes T −◻�, ∃X(�X∧�¬X)→ ∃X(◇A∧◇¬A) (If something is optional,
then something is contingent) is a theorem [Optionalism entails Contingentism].
In every system in this paper that includes T −�◇, ∃X(�X ∧ ¬ ◻ X)→ ∃X(◇A ∧
◇¬A). (If something that is not necessary is obligatory, then there is something
contingent) and ∃X(�X ∧ ¬ x X) → ∃X(◇A ∧ ◇¬A) (If something that is not
impossible is forbidden, then there is something contingent) are theorems.

Proof. Straightforward.
The following theorem tells us something about obligations and prohibitions

with a contingent content.

Theorem 26 (Obligations and prohibitions with contingent content, etc.) In ev-
ery system in this paper, we can prove that something contingent is obligatory iff
something contingent is forbidden: ∃X((◇X∧◇¬X)∧�X) iff ∃X((◇X∧◇¬X)∧

�X).
In every system in this paper that includes T −�◇, the following sentences are

theorems: ∃X(�X ∧¬◻X)→ ∃X((◇X ∧◇¬X)∧�X) (If something is obligatory
but not necessary, then something contingent is obligatory) and ∃X(�X ∧ ¬ x

X) → ∃X((◇X ∧◇¬X) ∧ �X) (If something is forbidden but not impossible, then
something contingent is forbidden).

Proof. Straightforward.

Theorem 27 (Barcan-like formulas) All the following sentences are theorems in
every system in this paper: ∀X�X → �∀XX (If everything ought to be true, then it
ought to be that everything is true). �∀XX → ∀X�X (If it ought to be that every-
thing is true, then everything ought to be true). �∀XX ↔ ∀X�X (It ought to be
that everything is true iff everything ought to be true). ∃X�X → �∃XX (If some-
thing is permitted, then it is permitted that something is true). �∃XX → ∃X�X (If it
is permitted that something is true, then something is permitted). �∃XX ↔ ∃X�X
(It is permitted that something is true iff something is permitted). ∃X�X → �∃XX
(If something ought to be true, then it ought to be that something is true). �∀XX →
∀X�X (If it is permitted that everything is true, then everything is permitted).

Proof. Straightforward. Note that �∀XX → ∀X�X is vacuously valid in every
system in this paper, since ¬�∀XX is a theorem in every system, and that ∃X�X →
�∃XX is vacuously valid in every system since �∃XX is a theorem in every sys-
tem. Furthermore, ∀X�X → �∀XX, �∀XX → ∀X�X and �∀XX ↔ ∀X�X are
vacuously valid in every system in this paper that includes dD; for in every sys-
tem of this kind both ¬∀X�X and ¬�∀XX are theorems; and ∃X�X → �∃XX,
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�∃XX → ∃X�X and �∃XX ↔ ∃X�X are vacuously valid in every system in this
paper that includes dD; for in every system of this kind both ∃X�X and �∃XX are
theorems.

We have now established some Barcan-like formulas. In fact, we can prove
several other similar sentences.

Theorem 28 (More Barcan-like formulas) Let ◾ be �, ◻, A, G, H, [G] or [H],
and let ◆ be the dual of ◾. Then, all the following sentences (schemas) are theorems
in every system in this paper: ∀X ◾X → ◾∀XX, ◾∀XX → ∀X ◾X, ◾∀XX ↔ ∀X ◾X,
∃X ◆ X → ◆∃XX, ◆∃XX → ∃X ◆ X, ◆∃XX ↔ ∃X ◆ X, ∃X ◾ X → ◾∃XX, ◆∀XX →
∀X ◆ X.

Proof. Straightforward.

Theorem 29 (Some fundamental theorems about The Moral Law and The Good)
(i) �★ (It ought to be that The Moral Law is fulfilled) and �● (It ought to be that
The Good is realised) are theorems in every (extended) system in this paper that
includes T −�dT . (ii) �★ (It is permitted that The Moral Law is fulfilled) and �●
(It is permitted that The Good is realised) are theorems in every (extended) system
in this paper that includes T − dD and T − �dT . (iii) ◇★ (It is possible that The
Moral Law is fulfilled) and ◇● (It is possible that The Good is realised) are the-
orems in every (extended) system in this paper that includes T − dD, T − ◻� and
T −�dT (and in every (extended) system that includes T −�◇ and T −�dT). (iv)
�G★ (It ought to be that it is always going to be the case that The Moral Law is
fulfilled) and �G● (It ought to be that it is always going to be the case that The
Good is realised) are theorems in every (extended) system in this paper that in-
cludes T − �GdT . (v) �[G]★ (It ought to be that it is and that it is always going
to be the case that The Moral Law is fulfilled) and �[G]● (It ought to be that it is
and that it is always going to be the case that The Good is realised) are theorems
in every (extended) system in this paper that includes T −�dT and T −�GdT .

Proof. Straightforward.

Theorem 30 (Necessary conditions for The Good) All the following sentences
are theorems in every (extended) system in this paper: (a) ● → ∀A(�A → A) (The
Good is realised only if everything that ought to be the case is the case; or, in other
words, The Good is realised only if every obligation is fulfilled), (b) ● → ∀A(A →
�A) (The Good is realised only if everything is right), (c) ● → ¬∃A(A ∧ �A) (The
Good is realised only if nothing is wrong), (d) ● → ¬∃A(�A ∧ ¬A) (The Good
is realised only if no obligation is violated), (e) ● → ¬∃A(�A ∧ A) (The Good is
realised only if no prohibition is violated), (f) ● → ∀A(�A → ¬A) (The Good is
realised only if every prohibition is respected).
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Proof. We prove (a) and leave the rest to the reader.

(1) ¬(●→ ∀A(�A→ A)),w0t0
(2) ●,w0t0 [1, ¬→]

(3) ¬∀A(�A→ A),w0t0 [1, ¬→]
(4) ∃A¬(�A→ A),w0t0 [3, ¬∀]

(5) ¬(�X → X),w0t0 [4, ∃]
(6) �X,w0t0 [5, ¬→]
(7) ¬X,w0t0 [5, ¬→]
(8) S w0w0t0 [2, ●E]
(9) X,w0t0 [6, 8, �]

(10) ∗ [7, 9]

Theorem 31 (Sufficient conditions for The Good) All the following sentences are
theorems in every (extended) system in this paper that includes T − �dT: (a)
∀A(�A → A) → ● (If everything that ought to be the case is the case, then The
Good is realised; or, in other words, if every obligation is fulfilled, then The Good
is realised), (b) ∀A(A → �A) → ● (If everything is right, then The Good is re-
alised), (c) ¬∃A(A ∧ �A) → ● (If nothing is wrong, then The Good is realised),
(d) ¬∃A(�A ∧ ¬A) → ● (If no obligation is violated, then The Good is realised),
(e) ¬∃A(�A ∧ A)→ ● (If no prohibition is violated, then The Good is realised), (f)
∀A(�A→ ¬A)→ ● (If every prohibition is respected, then The Good is realised).

Proof. We prove (a) and leave the rest to the reader.

(1) ¬(∀A(�A→ A)→ ●),w0t0
(2) ∀A(�A→ A),w0t0 [1, ¬→]

(3) ¬●,w0t0 [1, ¬→]
(4) �●→ ●,w0t0 [2, ∀]

↙ ↘

(5) ¬�●,w0t0 [4, →] (6) ●,w0t0 [4,→]
(7) �¬●,w0t0 [5, ¬�] (8) ∗ [3, 6]

(9) S w0w1t0 [7, �]
(10) ¬●,w1t0 [7, �]

(11) S w1w1t0 [9, T −�dT ]
(12) ●,w1t0 [11, ●I]

(13) ∗ [10, 12]
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Theorem 32 (Necessary and sufficient conditions for The Good) All the follow-
ing sentences are theorems in every (extended) system in this paper that includes
T −�dT: (a) ●↔ ∀A(�A→ A) (The Good is realised iff everything that ought to
be the case is the case; or, in other words, iff every obligation is fulfilled), (b) ●↔
∀A(A → �A) (The Good is realised iff everything is right), (c) ●↔ ¬∃A(A ∧ �A)

(The Good is realised iff nothing is wrong), (d) ●↔ ¬∃A(�A ∧ ¬A) (The Good is
realised iff no obligation is violated), (e) ●↔ ¬∃A(�A ∧ A) (The Good is realised
iff no prohibition is violated), (f) ● ↔ ∀A(�A → ¬A) (The Good is realised iff
every prohibition is respected).

Proof. I will prove part (ii) (directly) and leave the rest to the reader. Obviously,
Theorem 32 can also be derived (indirectly) from Theorems 30 and 31.

(1) ¬(●↔ ∀A(A→ �A)),w0t0
↙ ↘

(2) ●,w0t0 [1, ¬↔] (3) ¬●,w0t0 [1, ¬↔]
(4) ¬∀A(A→ �A),w0t0 [1, ¬↔] (5) ∀A(A→ �A),w0t0 [1, ¬↔]

(6) ∃A¬(A→ �A),w0t0 [4, ¬∀] (7) ¬●→ �¬●,w0t0 [5, ∀]
(8) ¬(X → �X),w0t0 [6, ∃] ↙ ↘

(9) X,w0t0 [8, ¬→] (10) ¬¬●,w0t0 [7, →] (11) �¬●,w0t0 [7, →]
(12) ¬�X,w0t0 [8, ¬→] (13) ∗ [3, 10] (14) S w0w1t0 [11, �]

(15) �¬X,w0t0 [12, ¬�] (16) ¬●,w1t0 [11, �]
(17) S w0w0t0 [2, ●E] (18) S w1w1t0 [14, �dT ]

(19) ¬X,w0t0 [15, 17, �] (20) ●,w1t0 [18, ●I]
(21) ∗ [9, 19] (22) ∗ [16, 20]

Theorem 33 (Necessary and sufficient conditions for (the fulfillment of) The
Moral Law) The following equivalences hold in every (extended) system in this
paper: (i) ★↔ ∀A(�A → A). The Moral Law is fulfilled iff everything that ought
to be the case is the case. In other words, The Moral Law is fulfilled iff every obli-
gation is fulfilled. (ii) ★↔ ¬∃A(A ∧ �A). The Moral Law is fulfilled iff nothing is
wrong. (iii) ★ ↔ ∀A(A → �A). The Moral Law is fulfilled iff everything is right.
(iv) ★ ↔ ¬∃A(�A ∧ ¬A). The Moral Law is fulfilled iff no obligation is violated.
(v) ★↔ ¬∃A(�A∧A). The Moral Law is fulfilled iff no prohibition is violated. (vi)
★↔ ∀A(�A → ¬A). The Moral Law is fulfilled iff every prohibition is respected.
(vii) All the following formulas are logically equivalent in every (extended) system
in this paper: ★, ∀A(�A → A), ¬∃A(A ∧ �A), ∀A(A → �A), ¬∃A(�A ∧ ¬A),
¬∃A(�A∧A), ∀A(�A→ ¬A). This means, for example, that everything that ought
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to be the case is the case iff nothing is wrong, nothing is wrong iff everything is
right, everything is right iff everything that ought to be the case is the case, etc.

Proof. (i) is true by definition. I will prove (ii) and leave the rest to the reader.
★↔ ¬∃A(A∧�A) is by definition equivalent with ∀A(�A→ A)↔ ¬∃A(A∧�A).
So, to prove the former sentence it is sufficient to establish the latter. Here is the
tableau (‘MP’ stands for the derived rule Modus Ponens):

(1) ¬(∀A(�A→ A)↔ ¬∃A(A ∧ �A)),w1t1
↙ ↘

(2) ∀A(�A→ A),w1t1 [1, ¬↔] (3) ¬∀A(�A→ A),w1t1 [1, ¬↔]
(4) ¬¬∃A(A ∧ �A),w1t1 [1, ¬↔] (5) ¬∃A(A ∧ �A),w1t1 [1, ¬↔]

(6) ∃A(A ∧ �A),w1t1 [4, ¬¬] (7) ∃A¬(�A→ A),w1t1 [3, ¬∀]
(8) X ∧ �X,w1t1 [6, ∃] (9) ∀A¬(A ∧ �A),w1t1 [5, ¬∃]

(10) X,w1t1 [8, ∧] (11) ¬(�X → X),w1t1 [7, ∃]
(12) �X,w1t1 [8, ∧] (13) �X,w1t1 [11, ¬→]

(14) �¬X,w1t1 [12, �] (15) ¬X,w1t1 [11, ¬→]
(16) �¬X → ¬X,w1t1 [2, ∀] (17) ¬(¬X ∧ �¬X),w1t1 [9, ∀]
(18) ¬X,w1t1 [14, 16, MP] ↙ ↘

(19) ∗ [10, 18] (20) ¬¬X,w1t1 [17, ¬∧] (21) ¬�¬X,w1t1 [17, ¬∧]
(22) ∗ [15, 20] (23) �¬X,w1t1 [21, ¬�]

(24) S w1w2t1 [23, �]
(25) ¬X,w2t1 [23, �]

(26) X,w2t1 [13, 24, �]
(27) ∗ [25, 26]

Theorem 34 (The Good and The Moral Law) (i) In every system in this paper,
The Good is realised only if The Moral Law is fulfilled, that is, the following sen-
tence is a theorem: ● → ★. (ii) In every system in this paper that includes �dT ,
The Good is realised if The Moral Law is fulfilled, that is, the following sentence
is a theorem: ★ → ●. (iii) In every system in this paper that includes �dT , The
Good is realised iff The Moral Law is fulfilled, that is, the following sentence is
a theorem: ● ↔ ★. (iv) In every system in this paper that includes �dT , all the
following formulas are logically equivalent: ●, ★, ∀A(�A → A), ¬∃A(A ∧ �A),
∀A(A→ �A), ¬∃A(�A∧¬A), ¬∃A(�A∧A), ∀A(�A→ ¬A). (System = extended
system in this theorem.)

Proof. Straightforward.
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Theorem 35 (Normative propositions and The Good) In every (extended) system
in this paper that includes �dT , ◻� and ad4, all the following sentences are theo-
rems: (i) �A↔ ◻(●→ A) (It ought to be the case that A iff it is necessary that The
Good is realised only if A is the case), (ii) �A↔◇(●∧A) (It is permitted that A iff
it is possible that The Good is realised and that A is the case), (iii)�A↔ ¬◇(●∧A)

(It is forbidden that A iff it is impossible that The Good is realised and that A is
the case), (iv) �A↔ (●⇒ A) (It ought to be the case that A iff (the fact that) The
Good (is realised) strictly implies A), (v) �A↔ (A◯●) (It is permitted that A iff A
is consistent with (the fact that) The Good (is realised)), (vi) �A ↔ (A ⊖ ●) (It is
forbidden that A iff A is inconsistent with (the fact that) The Good (is realised)).

Proof. I will prove (i) and leave the rest to the reader. Note that all of the rules
�dT , ◻� and ad4 are essential in the proofs of all the parts of this theorem.

(1) ¬(�A↔ ◻(●→ A)),w0t0
↙ ↘

(2) �A,w0t0 [1, ¬↔] (3) ¬�A,w0t0 [1, ¬↔]
(4) ¬ ◻ (●→ A),w0t0 [1, ¬↔] (5) ◻(●→ A),w0t0 [1, ¬↔]

(6) ◇¬(●→ A),w0t0 [4, ¬◻] (7) �¬A,w0t0 [3, ¬�]
(8) Rw0w1t0 [6, ◇] (9) S w0w1t0 [7, �]

(10) ¬(●→ A),w1t0 [6, ◇] (11) ¬A,w1t0 [7, �]
(12) ●,w1t0 [10, ¬→] (13) Rw0w1t0 [9, ◻�]

(14) ¬A,w1t0 [10, ¬→] (15) ●→ A,w1t0 [5, 13, ◻]
(16) S w1w1t0 [12, ●E] ↙ ↘

(17) S w0w1t0 [8, 16, ad4] (18) ¬●,w1t0 [15,→] (19) A,w1t0 [15,→]
(20) A,w1t0 [2, 17, �] (21) S w1w1t0 [9, �dT ] (22) ∗ [11, 19]

(23) ∗ [14, 20] (24) ●,w1t0 [21, ●I]
(25) ∗ [18, 24]

Theorem 36 (Normative propositions and The Moral Law) In every (extended)
system in this paper that includes �dT , ◻� and ad4, all the following sentences
are theorems: (i) �A↔ ◻(★→ A) (It ought to be the case that A iff it is necessary
that The Moral Law is fulfilled only if A is the case), (ii) �A ↔ ◇(★ ∧ A) (It is
permitted that A iff it is possible that The Moral Law is fulfilled and that A is the
case), (iii) �A ↔ ¬ ◇ (★ ∧ A) (It is forbidden that A iff it is impossible that The
Moral Law is fulfilled and that A is the case), (iv) �A ↔ (★ ⇒ A) (It ought to
be the case that A iff (the fact that) The Moral Law (is fulfilled) strictly implies
A), (v) �A ↔ (A ◯ ★) (It is permitted that A iff A is consistent with (the fact that)
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The Moral Law (is fulfilled)), (vi) �A ↔ (A ⊖ ★) (It is forbidden that A iff A is
inconsistent with (the fact that) The Moral Law (is fulfilled)).

Proof. I will prove (ii) and leave the rest to the reader. Once again, note that
all of the rules �dT , ◻� and ad4 are essential in the proofs of all the parts of this
theorem. �A ↔ ◇(★ ∧ A) is by definition equivalent with �A ↔ ◇(∀A(�A →
A) ∧ A). So, to prove (ii), we prove this sentence.

(1) ¬(�A↔◇(∀A(�A→ A) ∧ A)),w0t0
↙ ↘

(2) �A,w0t0 (3) ¬�A,w0t0
(4) ¬◇ (∀A(�A→ A) ∧ A),w0t0 (5) ◇(∀A(�A→ A) ∧ A),w0t0

(6) ◻¬(∀A(�A→ A) ∧ A),w0t0 (7) �¬A,w0t0
(8) S w0w1t0 (9) Rw0w1t0

(10) A,w1t0 (11) ∀A(�A→ A) ∧ A,w1t0
(12) Rw0w1t0 (13) ∀A(�A→ A),w1t0

(14) ¬(∀A(�A→ A) ∧ A),w1t0 (15) A,w1t0
↙ ↘ (16) �¬A→ ¬A,w1t0

(17) ¬∀A(�A→ A),w1t0 (18) ¬A,w1t0 ↙ ↘

(19) ∃A¬(�A→ A),w1t0 (20) ∗ (21) ¬�¬A,w1t0 (22) ¬A,w1t0
(23) ¬(�X → X),w1t0 (24) �¬¬A,w1t0 (25) ∗

(26) �X,w1t0 (27) S w1w2t0
(28) ¬X,w1t0 (29) ¬¬A,w2t0
(30) S w1w1t0 (31) S w0w2t0
(32) X,w1t0 (33) ¬A,w2t0

(34) ∗ (35) ∗

Theorem 35 proves that all deontic operators in principle are definable in all
systems in this paper that include �dT , ◻� and ad4. Let S be a system that con-
tains these rules. Then,�A can be defined as ◻(●→ A) in S since�A↔ ◻(●→ A)

is a theorem in S ; �A can be defined as ◇(● ∧ A) in S since �A ↔ ◇(● ∧ A) is
provable in S , etc. So, in those systems, it is not necessary to treat the deontic
operators as primitive. Theorem 36 is similar to Theorem 35. However, since we
have defined ★ in terms of �, we cannot use ★ to ‘eliminate’ all deontic operators
by defining � in terms of ★ and the alethic operators, etc. Since the equivalences
in Theorem 35 do not hold in every system, the deontic operators are not definable
in terms of ● and the alethic operators in every system. Hence, it is reasonable to
treat (at least some of) of them as primitive. Nevertheless, �dT , ◻� and ad4 seem
reasonable to me (even though I will not try to defend them in this paper).
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5 Soundness and completeness theorems

In this section, I will show that every tableau systems (without propositional quan-
tifiers) in this paper is sound and complete with respect to its semantics and that
every augmented or extended system is sound with respect to its semantics.

Let us begin by defining these concepts.

Definition 37 (Soundness and completeness) Let S = T−A1, ...,T−An be a tempo-
ral alethic deontic tableau system as defined in Section 4.2 (where T −A1, ...,T −An

are the non-basic tableau rules in S ). Then we shall say that the class of models,
M, corresponds to S iff M =M(C − A1, ...,C − An).

Now, let S be any system in this paper. Then, S is sound with respect to M iff
Γ ⊢S A entails M,Γ ⊩ A, and S is complete with respect to M iff M,Γ ⊩ A entails
Γ ⊢S A (where M corresponds to S ).

5.1 Soundness theorem

LetM = ⟨W,T,<,R,S,v⟩ be any model and B any branch of a tableau. Then B
is satisfiable inM iff there is a function f from w0,w1,w2, . . . to W, and a function
g from t0, t1, t2, . . . to T such that

(i) A is true in f (wi) at g(t j) inM, for every node A,wit j on B;
(ii) if Rwiw jtk is on B, then R f (wi) f (w j)g(tk) inM;
(iii) if S wiw jtk is on B, then S f (wi) f (w j)g(tk) inM;
(iv) if ti < t j is on B, then g(ti) < g(t j) inM;
(v) if ti = t j is on B, then g(ti) = g(t j) inM;
(vi) if wi = w j is on B, then f (wi) = f (w j) inM.
If these conditions are fulfilled, we say that f and g show that B is satisfiable

inM.

Lemma 38 (Soundness Lemma I) Let B be any branch of a tableau and M be
any model. If B is satisfiable inM and a tableau rule is applied to it, then there is
an extension of B, B′, such that B′ is satisfiable inM.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the height of the derivation. I will only
consider some of the steps to illustrate the method.

Let f and g be functions that show that the branch B is satisfiable inM.
(�). Suppose that �D,witk, and S wiw jtk are on B, and that we apply the �-

rule. Then we get an extension of B that includes D,w jtk. Since B is satisfiable in
M, �D is true in f (wi) at g(tk). Moreover, for any wi and w j such that S wiw jtk is
on B, S f (wi) f (w j)g(tk). Consequently, by the truth conditions for �D, D is true
in f (w j) at g(tk).
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(F). Suppose that FD,wit j is on B and that we apply the F-rule to get an
extension of B that includes nodes of the form t j < tk and D,witk. Since B is
satisfiable inM, FD is true in f (wi) at g(t j). Hence, for some τ in T, g(t j) < τ

and D is true in f (wi) at τ [by the truth conditions for FD]. Let g′ be the same as
g except that g′(tk) = τ. Since g and g′ differ only at tk, f and g′ show that B is
satisfiable inM. Furthermore, by definition g′(t j) < g′(tk), and D is true in f (wi)

at g′(tk).
(T − �GdT ). Suppose that S wiw jtl and tl < tm are on B, and that we apply

(T −�GdT ) to give an extended branch containing S w jw jtm. Since B is satisfiable
inM, S f (wi) f (w j)g(tl) and g(tl) < g(tm). Hence, S f (w j) f (w j)g(tm), forM
satisfies condition C − �GdT . Consequently, the extension of B is satisfiable in
M.

(T − �G�◇). Suppose that S wiw jtl and tl < tm are on B, and that we apply
(T −�G�◇) to give an extended branch containing Rw jwktm and S w jwktm, where
wk is new. Since B is satisfiable in M, S f (wi) f (w j)g(tl) and g(tl) < g(tm).
Accordingly, for some ω in W, R f (w j)ωg(tm) and S f (w j)ωg(tm), sinceM sat-
isfies condition C −�G�◇. Let f ′ be the same as f except that f ′(wk) = ω. Since
wk does not occur on B, f ′ and g show that B is satisfiable in M. Furthermore,
R f ′(w j) f ′(wk)g(tm) and S f ′(w j) f ′(wk)g(tm) by construction. Hence, f ′ and g
show that the extension of B is satisfiable inM.

Theorem 39 (Soundness Theorem I) Every (non-extended) system S in this paper
is sound with respect to its semantics.

Proof. Assume that B does not follow from Γ in M, where M is the class of
models that corresponds to S . Then every premise in Γ is true and the conclusion
B false in some world ω at some time τ in some model M in M. Consider an
S -tableau whose first nodes consists of A,w0t0 for every A ∈ Γ and ¬B,w0t0, where
‘w0’ refers to ω and ‘t0’ refers to τ. The initial list in this tableau is satisfiable in
M. Every time we apply a rule to our tree it produces at least one extension that
is also satisfiable in M (by the Soundness Lemma). Consequently, we can find
a whole branch such that every initial section of this branch is satisfiable in M.
Suppose that this branch is closed. Then some sentence is both true and false in
some possible world at some time in M. But this is impossible. So, the whole
tableau is open. It follows that B is not derivable from Γ in S . In conclusion, if B
is derivable from Γ in S , then B follows from Γ in M.

5.2 Completeness theorem

In this section, I will show that every (non-extended) system in this paper is com-
plete with respect to its semantics. First, however, I will define the concept of an
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induced model (other important concepts are defined elsewhere in this paper or are
used in a standard way).

Definition 40 (Induced Model) Suppose that B is an open and complete branch of
a tableau, that I is the set of numbers on B immediately preceded by a ‘t’ and that
C is the set of numbers on B immediately preceded by a ‘w’. Let i ⇌ j iff i = j, or
‘ti = t j’ or ‘t j = ti’ is on B. ⇌ is an equivalence relation and [i] is the equivalence
class of i. Let i ∼ j iff i = j, or ‘wi = w j’ or ‘w j = wi’ is on B. Again, ∼ is an
equivalence relation and [i] is the equivalence class of i.

The model M = ⟨W,T,<,R,S,v⟩ induced by B is defined as follows. W =
{ω[i] ∶ i ∈ C}, T = {τ[i] ∶ i ∈ I}, τ[i] < τ[ j] iff ti < t j occurs on B, Rω[i]ω[ j]τ[k] iff
Rwiw jtk occurs on B and Sω[i]ω[ j]τ[k] iff S wiw jtk occurs on B. Suppose A is a
propositional variable. Then if A,wit j occurs on B, then A is true in ω[i] at τ[ j]
(⟨ω[i], τ[ j]⟩ ∈ v(A)). ⊺ is true in every possible world at every moment in time and
� is false in every possible world at every moment in time.

If our tableau system includes neither T − FC, T − PC nor T − C, ⇌ is re-
duced to identity and [i] = {i}. Hence, in such systems, we may take T to be
{τi ∶ ti occurs on B} and dispense with the equivalence classes. Likewise, if our
tableau system includes neither T −aF nor T −dF, ∼ is reduced to identity and [i] =
{i}. Consequently, in such systems, we may take W to be {ωi ∶ wi occurs on B}
and dispense with the equivalence classes.

Lemma 41 (Completeness Lemma) LetB be an open branch in a complete tableau
and letM be a model induced by B. Then, for every formula A:

(i) if A,wit j is on B, thenM, ω[i], τ[ j] ⊩ A, and
(ii) if ¬A,wit j is on B, thenM, ω[i], τ[ j] ⊮ A.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the complexity of A.
(i) Atomic formulas. Propositional variables (and ⊺). The result is true by

definition.
(●). Suppose that ●,wit j is on B. Since the tableau is complete the ●E-rule

has been applied and S wiwit j is on B. By the induction hypothesis, Sω[i]ω[i]τ[ j].
Hence, ● is true in ω[i] at τ[ j], as required.

Truth-functional connectives. Straightforward.
Temporal, modal and deontic operators. Let us consider three examples.
(�). Suppose �D,witk is on B. Then, since the branch is complete, the �-

rule has been applied to �D,witk and for every w j and tl, D,w jtl is on B. By the
induction hypothesis, D is true in every ω[ j] at every τ[l]. It follows that�D is true
in ω[i] at τ[k], as required.
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(F). Suppose FD,wit j is on B. Since the branch is complete F has been applied
to FD,wit j. So, for some new tk, t j < tk and D,witk occur on B. By the induction
hypothesis, τ[ j] < τ[k], and D is true in ω[i] at τ[k]. Hence, FD is true in ω[i] at τ[ j],
as required.

(�). Suppose �D,witk is on B. Since the branch is complete � has been
applied to �D,witk. Hence, for all w j such that S wiw jtk is on the branch, D,w jtk
occurs on B. By the induction hypothesis, for all ω[ j] such that Sω[i]ω[ j]τ[k], D is
true in ω[ j] at τ[k]. It follows that �D is true in ω[i] at τ[k], as required.

(ii) Let us consider two examples. The other steps are similar.
(¬F). Suppose ¬FD,wit j is on B. Since the branch is complete ¬F has been

applied to ¬FD,wit j and we have G¬D,wit j. Again, since the branch is complete,
the G-rule has been applied to G¬D,wit j and for every tk such that t j < tk is on B,
¬D,witk is on B. By the induction hypothesis, D is false in ω[i] at any time τ[k]
such that τ[k] is later than τ[ j]. It follows that FD is false in ω[i] at τ[ j], as required.

(¬�). Suppose ¬�D,witk is on B. Since the branch is complete ¬� has been
applied to ¬�D,witk. Hence, �¬D,witk is on B. Furthermore, since B is complete
� has been applied to �¬D,witk. Consequently, for some w j, S wiw jtk and ¬D,w jtk
occur on B. By the induction hypothesis, Sω[i]ω[ j]τ[k] and D is false in ω[ j] at
τ[k]. It follows that �D is false in ω[i] at τ[k], as required.

Theorem 42 (Completeness Theorem) Every (non-extended) system in this paper
is complete with respect to its semantics.

Proof. First, I will prove that the theorem holds for our weakest temporal
modal deontic tableau system S . Then, I will extend the theorem to all stronger
(non-extended) systems. Let M be the class of models that corresponds to S.

Suppose that D is not derivable from Γ in S . Then it is not the case that there
is a closed S-tableau that begins with A,w0t0 for every A in Γ and ¬D,w0t0. Let T
be a complete S-tableau whose first nodes comprises A,w0t0 for every A in Γ and
¬D,w0t0. Obviously, T is open. It follows that there is at least one open branch,
B, in T . According to the model induced by B, all the premises in Γ are true
and D false in ω[0] at τ[0]. Hence, it is not the case that D follows from Γ in M.
Consequently, if D follows from Γ in M, then D is derivable from Γ in S.

I will now prove that all extensions of S are complete with respect to their
semantics. To show this we have to verify that the model induced by the open
branch B is of the right kind in every case. First, we must go through every single
semantic condition and prove that the induced model is of the right kind. Then we
combine our proofs. Let us consider some steps to illustrate the method.

C −FC. Suppose that τ[i] < τ[ j] and τ[i] < τ[k]. Then ti < t j and ti < tk occur on
B [by the definition of an induced model]. Since B is complete (T − FC) has been
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applied. Hence, t j < tk or t j = tk or tk < t j occurs on B. If t j = tk is on B, j ⇌ k,
and if j ⇌ k, then [ j] = [k]. It follows that τ[i] < τ[k], τ[ j] = τ[k] or τ[k] < τ[ j], as
required [by the definition of an induced model].

C − a4. Suppose that Rω[i]ω[ j]τ[l] and Rω[ j]ω[k]τ[l]. Then, both Rwiw jtl and
Rw jwktl occur on B [by the definition of an induced model]. Since B is complete,
(T − a4) has been applied and Rwiwktl occurs on B. It follows that Rω[i]ω[k]τ[l],
as required [by the definition of an induced model].

C − dD. Suppose that ω[i] is in W and that τ[k] is in T. Then wi and tk occur
on B [by the definition of an induced model]. Since B is complete (T − dD) has
been applied. Hence, for some w j, S wiw jtk is on B. Accordingly, for some ω[ j],
Sω[i]ω[ j]τ[k], as required [by the definition of an induced model].

C−ad4. Assume that Rω[i]ω[ j]τ[l] and Sω[ j]ω[k]τ[l]. Then, both Rwiw jtl and
S w jwktl occur on B [by the definition of an induced model]. Since B is complete,
(T − ad4) has been applied and S wiwktl occurs on B. Hence, Sω[i]ω[k]τ[l], as
required [by the definition of an induced model].

C − �GdT . Suppose that Sω[i]ω[ j]τ[l] and τ[l] < τ[m]. Then S wiw jtl and
tl < tm occur on B [by the definition of an induced model]. Since B is complete (T −
�GdT ) has been applied. Hence, S w jw jtm is on B. It follows that Sω[ j]ω[ j]τ[m],
as required [by the definition of an induced model].

C − DR. Suppose that Sω[i]ω[ j]τ[l], τ[l] < τ[m] and Sω[ j]ω[k]τ[m]. Then
S wiw jtl, tl < tm and S w jwktm is on B [by the definition of an induced model].
Since B is complete (T −DR) has been applied. Consequently, S wiwktl is on B. In
conclusion, Sω[i]ω[k]τ[l], as required [by the definition of an induced model].

C − BT . Let A be a propositional variable. Suppose A is true in ω[ j] at τ[l]
and that Rω[i]ω[ j]τ[l]. Then, A,w jtl and Rwiw jtl occur on B [by the definition of
an induced model]. Since B is complete, (T − BT ) has been applied and A,witl is
on B. Consequently, A is true in ω[i] at τ[l], as required [by the definition of an
induced model].

5.3 Soundness for systems with propositional quantifiers

In this section, I will show that all extended systems in this paper are sound with
respect to their semantics. In those systems, a tableau branch can include propo-
sitional quantifiers. Accordingly, we must modify the previous soundness proof
slightly. First, we modify the soundness lemma.

Lemma 43 (Soundness Lemma II). Suppose that the branch B is satisfiable in
the modelM and that a tableau rule is applied to it. Then there is a modelM′

and an extension of B, B′, such that B′ is satisfiable inM′.
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Proof. Most steps are trivial modifications of the steps in the proof for Sound-
ness Lemma I above (just letM′ beM). The only new interesting cases are the
steps for the quantifiers.

(∀). Straightforward.
(∃). Suppose that ∃XA,wit j is on B and that we apply (∃) to this node. Then we

obtain an extension, B′, of B that includes A[Y/X],wit j, where Y is a propositional
variable new to the branch. ∃XA is true in f (wi) at g(t j), for B is satisfiable in
M. Therefore, there is some sentence D in L such that D is substitutable for X in
A and A[D/X] is true in f (wi) at g(t j). LetM′ = ⟨W,T,<,R,S,v′⟩ be likeM,
except that v′(Y) = {⟨ f (wk),g(tl)⟩ ∶M′, f (wk),g(tl) ⊩ D}. Then A[Y/X] is true
in f (wi) at g(t j) inM′.

Theorem 44 (Soundness Theorem II). All extended systems in this paper are
sound with respect to their semantics.

Proof. Once we have shown Soundness Lemma II, the rest of the proof is
straightforward.
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